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PLANT BREEDING AT THE FRENCH NATIONAL INSTITUTE 
OF AGRONOMIC RESEARCH (INRA) 

J. Huet* 

Summary 

Plant breeding is an area of scientific research and an economic activity 
at the same time. 

It is an area of scientific research in that it develops the technology 
and methods whereby, on the one hand, optimum use may be made of investment in 
plant breeding (in the short and medium terms) and, on the other hand, the 
genetic variability of a species may be preserved and managed (in the long 
term). 

It is an economic activity in that it makes genetic progress available to 
the national community (and even the international community) by way of plant 
breeding. 

These two aspects of plant breeding are mutually stimulating. 

In countries engaged 
research and plant breeding 
different bodies. 

in significant plant breeding activity, basic 
are taken care of either by the same body or by 

In countries that have a private breeding industry, including certain 
firms with substantial resources, the dividing line between research and plant 
breeding is far from clear. 'l'his is true of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
the Netherlands, the United Kin<:Jdom and the United States of America, to give 
just a few examples. 

It is also true of France; the relations between Government-sponsored 
research and private breeding establishments in France are described and 
analyzed here in their national and international contexts. 

It is thus for me to begin the day's work with an expose on the plant 
breeding work of Governmental institutes. When completed by the exposes of 
the next two speakers after me, it will, at least I hope it will, provide 
material for a wide-ranging exchange of views on the relations between 
Government-sponsored research, private breeding and international plant 
breeding centers. 

All countries that have an agricultural vocation have provided themselves 
with Governmental plant breeding institutes. This is becctuse all the politi
cal decision-makers have acknowledged the importance of the variety factor in 
an agricultural economy. 

We French now speak of "pouvoir varietal" as we once S[.JOkt: ot "petrole 
vert" to denote agricultural potential. 

At the back of these metaphorical exercises there is an ayronomic and 
economic reality: increases in yield, the year-to-year rt:SJUlarity ot pruuuc
tion, the introduction of a species in areas where it has not yet been yrown 
and the qualitative improvement of products owe much to the genetic progress 
represented by the breeding of higher-performance varieties. 

For instance, we in France consider that the increast: in ave.raye soft 
wheat output (25 qu1ntals 1n the course of the last 20 years) is attr 1butable 
half to genetic progress (that is, 0.7 quintal per hectare pt:r annum) and half 
to progress in yrowiny techn1ques. 

* Head of the Genetics and Plant breed1ng Department, INHA 
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We could also mention the introduction of maize (grain and silage) in 
northern areas with short growing periods, made possible by the breeding of 
early hybrids. Finally I would mention the magnificent work done on rapeseed 
by geneticists, who first improved the quality of the oil (breeding of "0" 
varieties without erucic acid) and then that of the oil cake (breeding of 
"0.0" varieties with a very low goitrogen content). 

I shall not force other examples on you. 
the next. 

Each one is as convincing as 

This creative activity has naturally given rise to a veritable seed 
industry for the multiplication, packing and marketing of seeds, including 
export in the case of certain countries. 

The turnover of the seed industry is considerable, apart from which it 
provides jobs and will continue to do so, as in this area mechanization and 
automation will replace human intervention only to a very small extent. 

With the exception of the Socialist countries, in which the seed industry 
is exclusively a State operation, plant breeding is taken care of by two 
categories of operators: Government establishments and private establish
ments. The relative oldness and size of the two cate'jories and their rela
tions, that is, the way in which they share out the work, have resulted in 
widely differing situations from country to country. 

In the United Kingdom for instance, it was not until 1965 that the first 
private plant breeding activity ot any signu:icance was noted. The first 
privately-developed plant varieties wet·e put on the market in 1975. Since 
then the activity has grown in scale and has even brought in multinational 
firms. However, the Government institutes do still have a dominant position, 
and one can fairly speak of competition between them and private establish
ments. 

A few steps away from the United Kingdom, the Netherlands provide us with 
a completely different example. In this country, with its ancient tradition 
of breeding work in horticultural crops and staple food crops, backed up by a 
no less ancient tradition of international trading, the Government institutes 
have deliberately opted for complementary relations, setting themselves at an 
earlier point in the development chain than the private establishments and 
providing them with technology, methods and more or less highly developed 
plant material, according to rules that entail the selection of establishments 
and supervis1on of their technical orientation. With few excepti.ons, the 
Government institutes ao not release commercial varieties. Helations with the 
private establishments are therefore very good, and all the more so since 
Dutch researchers do protect their breeding firms by deferring the dissemina
tion of their material abroad for a sufficiently long time. 

Clearly then it is impossible to 
Government institutes or universities 
private establishments into account. 

speak of 
without 

plant breeding activilie::; in 
taking their relations with 

It is in the this light that I intend to give a brief account of the 
situation in my country. 

In France, Government plant I:Jreedin'J work lS 111ainly carried out by the 
National Institute of Agronomic Hest!arcll (lNHA). Alongside INRA thert! are a 
number of bod1es specialized in species from tropical and equatorial areas 
(ground nuts, cot fee, cotton, SU<Jar cane, date palm, etc.). Finally the 
National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) and the laboratories of univer
sities and graduate schools specialized in agronomy contribute to the increase 
in our knowledge of biology and methodology. 

The Genetics and Plant Breeding Department of INRA alone comprises nearly 
200 researchers distributed over L5 stations and engaged on the breeding of 70 
species, some ot them grown in climatic circumstances that are very different 
from north to south (straw crops, maize, fodder plants). 'rhis rt::search 
department, which was set up ln uhuut 1930, did not f.iee <illY si<Jnificanl <Jrowth 
in its resources and ~rugrams until atter the second world war. 
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Opposite this there is a substantial seed industry, including some very 
long-established firms (I take the liberty of mentioning de Vilmorin). It is 
a multifarious collection of family firms, cooperatives, nationalized firms 
and multinationals, which vary widely in turnover, potential for plant breed
ing and financial participation by foreign firms. It is also a conglomeration 
characterized by intense competition within itself. It is very difficult to 
evaluate the investment that these private establishments make in plant breed
ing. On.:: could as an indication suggest the figure o1. 150 researchers and 
agronomists and a turnover percentage ranging between 5% and 10%. 

Under such circumstances, there is no question of our Plant Breeding 
Department competing with the private sector. 

With regard to species on which private firms 
(maize, certain vegetables, potatoes, rapeseed), we 
performance by means of more innovative basic research. 

are working efficiently 
have to increase their 

With regard to species where private-sector involvement is still insuffi
cient, we have to contribute towards remedying the situat1on by means of more 
concentrated assistance in plant breeding. A typical example of this is the 
case of sugar beet. Soya is another example, but for other reasons. 

Finally, with respect to other species, plant breeding is taken care of 
almost exclusively by INRA. This is the case of v1ne and fruit tree varieties 
and rootstocks. It is also true of vegetables neglected by private breeders, 
such as chicory, asparagus, art1choke and cult1vated mushrooms. 

Our Instltute produces tiHe..: categorit:s of tindinys Lh<.Jt are pu,;:_;"d on to 
the seed industry: 

- technology and methods; 
- populations at varying stages of improvement; parent material: these 

are semi-finished products; 
- commercial varieties, which are finished products. 

Let us look more closely at the three cateyories of findings. 

Technology and Methods 

Plant breeding is a scientiflc discipline whose short-term purpose is the 
breeding of hlgher-performance varieties and its long-term purpose the intel
ligent explo1tation of intraspecif1c and interspecific variability to support 
genetic progress. It draws on genetics, plant physiology, b1ochemistry and 
biometry. 

It is also an economic activ1ty, however, in that it entails working 
towards optimum yield on investment, in the sense of salary, land and t1me 
expenditure. Methodologlcal research in plant breeding absolutely has to take 
this econom1c factor into account when lt seeks to achieve maxiwum genetlc 
progress per investment unit. This entails the design and testing of new 
crossing plans, the introduct1on of out-of-season grow1ng and recourse to 
tissue culture to make use ot th..: var1ab1lity ot the products of meiosis 
(androgenetic or gynogenetic), to produce variants and to carry out rapid 
identical multiplication to clone a genotype. 

This alsu entails keep1ng a very close watch on the progress ot genetic 
engineering in h1gher plants, even though we are quite av1are of tile consider
able difficulties that llctve yet to be overcome. 

However, th1s also requires preservation of the genetic variability with-
out which the geneticist anJ the breeder are handicapped; indeed this is 
where the whole problem of genetic resources lies. 

All thi!:i research 1s enlllely within the tenns ol r<:Lert..:nce ot our 
Institute and other Gov..:rnmt.:nt laburaturies. However, ti1ere is n,tiling to 
prevent privdte establlshntents trom contribut1ng, by mt.:ans ot contplementary 
financing, the carrying out ot expt.:rlmental work and the sut;ply ot plant 
rna t erial to u ,; . 
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Such collaboration already exists in France, and there will certainly be 
more. 

All this technology and these methods have to be widely circulated and 
taught. They are not eligible for protection, neither must they be the sub
ject of exclusive rights: they belong to the scientific community. There 
should be no departure from this rule, even if the technology and methods have 
benefited from financial aid on the part of certain firms--it is for them to 
secure the best advantages in the shortest possible time. 

Basic Material, Parent Material 

This first aspect of the plant breeding activities of a Government insti
tute leads to the production of improved material in a semi-finished state 
which will require a greater or lesser number of sexual generations for a 
marketable variety to emerge. Every level of intermediate material exists 
between a basic population rich in interesting genes and subject to weak 
selection pressure and an improved parent with a resistance to a parasite that 
is controlled by a simple genetic mechanism. 

Firms in possession of the former material will have a great deal qf work 
to do to produce varieties which will probably be quite different fn,ul one 
firm to the nt!xt. Those that rt!ceive seed of the resistant parent will 
rapidly incorporate the characteristic in an improved line and will market 
products that are very similar. 'l'his is a situation wel·l known to us in the 
case of certain vegetables. 

INRA is more often than not faced with partners grouped in clubs, associ
ations of breeders or economic interest groups. Such groups exist for practi
cally all major species. In that case the assistance provided is the same for 

. all the members of the club 1 whether they are French firms 1 F'rench f irrns asso
ciated with foreign firms or foreign firms on their own. The authorities 
leave to the professionals the responsibility of determining the conditions 
for admission to the club. 

However, we may also find ourselves entering into special agreements with 
a single firm (this is an exceptional situation, but one that does exist in 
the case of rapeseed) or with a small number of firms, for "one-off" collabo
ration on a specific project. Such collaboration may result in a joint vari
ety. It is limited to French firms, an attitude which, while normal, does 
seem somewhat inconsistent with the policy we have adopted in relation to 
clubs. 

We cannot leave this chapter on semi-finished material without mentioning 
relations with foreign institutes. Researchers have always exchanged plant 
material between themselves; it is in this way that they have set up their 
collections of varieties and parent material. By definition, such exchanges 
cannot be one-way: there is no receiving without giving. Today the economic 
staKes are such that a growing number of institutes are taking a more protec
tionist attitude. How are we to find the happy medium between this necessary 
collaboration between institutes in the exchange of semi-finished material and 
the preferential assistance that a Government insitute owes to private 
breeders who work on the national territory? In France we have directed our
selves more towards temporary exclusive rights (of three to five years' dura
tion) granted to our own firms, the supply of the material to foreign breeders 
being delayed by the same period. That appears to be a good compromise. 

Commercial Varieties 

Between the parents mentioned above and commercial varieties there are 
lines that are used for crossing in the production of single cross, three-way 
cross and two-way cross hybrids. They are elibible for protection when the 
species itself is eligible, and so they do not present any particular problems 
of development and exploitation. 
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We do not regard it as the prime vocation of our Institute to breed 
commercial varieties. On the other hand it should not be banned from 
breeding, and indeed it is sometimes duty-bound to engage in it: this is 
because it substitutes for unsuccessful breeders, because it is intent on 
showing the value of a parent or method in the form of· a new variety, or 
because it possesses a particularly interesting variety and has no right to 
deprive the national community of that variety. This means that the varieties 
we propose for inclusion in our otfic1al catalogue have to reflect genetic 
progress in their agronomic performance or in one or more original character
istics, which in turn presupposes that we know them quite well before market
ing them. Having said this, we are bound to admit that reality is somet1mes 
different. The main causes are the wide diversity of situations and the 
pressure of historical events. 

Once we have taken the decision to multiply one of our plant varieties, 
we have to ao our utmost to ensure that it is offered to farmers as rapidly as 
possible and on the best poss1ble terms (volume of seeds or seedlings, quality 
of the material). As it is not our JOb to produce, pack and market seed, and 
as moreover we do not have an organization comparable to the National Seed 
Development Organization Ltd. (NSDO) in the United Kingdom, we have to find 
the most efficient partners available within the seed trade. 

The best marketing strategy undoubtedly consists in entrusting the 
exclusive multiplication of the variety to a single person. We shall probably 
be doing this more and more often. For our purpose in this, as I said, is to 
give farmers, processors and consumers the benefit of the innovation. 

I would add that royalties are entirely paid to the Institute itself, and 
not specifically to its Genetics and Plant Breeding Department. 

It is now time tor me to conclude. 

I bel1eve 1n the ability of plant breeding 
plant material with new varieties and no doubt 
ter1stics and performance will far exceed the 
generation. On the strength ot th1s belief, I 
three thoughts. 

to enrich the present range of 
with new species whose charac
hopes of the breeders of our 
leave you with the following 

Governments must invest in such research as permits genetic progress to 
be made. The interest ot our various agricultural economies is at stake, as 
is agricultural production throughout the world. We should not forget that 
genetic progress, in the sense ot new varieties, 1s almost a free gitt tor the 
farmer, and that it is the one progress that an agricultual enterprise can 
most readily accept and assimilate. 

The seed industry is a means rather than an end. The fact that private 
breeding establishments are the privileged partners of Government plant 
breeding institutes is not solely due to the fact that they represent an 
important sector ot the economy, but also, and above all, because it is 
through those establishn1ents that we bring technical and social progress to 
farmers, industrial1sts and consumers. They are the real "clients" ot our 
institutes. 

While compet1t1on between firms ana between nations is one ot the rules 
of the game, we have yet to find a way ot reconciling, in the medium term, the 
necessary prott2ct1on of each country's private firms with the exchange of 
plant materlctl between instllUL<=s, which hctve hitherto made d considerable 
contr1bution to ':Jt:!netlc progr~::ss throuyllout the world. 

[Translated from the French] 
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CIMMYT'S CROP IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS 

R.L. Paliwal and Arthur R. Klatt* 

Sununary 

The International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT) is a non
profit, autonomous agricultural research institute. It is part of a global 
network of 13 international agricultural research centers (!ARCs) supported by 
the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR). Nine 
of the centers have a conunodity orientation, two are livestock-oriented, and 
two focus on agricultural policy and management issues. 

The CGIAR is an informal group of donors, some 35 in number, that mobi
lizes financial support for the centers. These donors include individual 
governments, international agencies, and private foundations, with most 
support coming from public sector organizations. The CGIAR system mandate and 
criteria for international support reqJire that the !ARCs orient their 
research and training toward increasing the absolute availability of world. 
food supplies, with particular emphasis on food production in the developing 
world. Further, !ARC research activities must offer the potential of 
widespread benefits for food security, either regionally or globally, and 
address the production problems of low-income, food-deficient countries. 

CIMMYT' s mandate calls for it to support and complement the research 
efforts of developing countries to increase the qJanti ty, dependability, and 
quality of maize, wheat, barley, and triticale production. Our mandate is 
global and involves virtually every maize- and wheat producing country in the 
world. Crop improvement is the primary research thrust, although CIMMYT 
provides a variety of services to national collaborators, includ1ng germplasm 
improvement, training programs, development of research procedures, informa
tion services, and consultation. 

CIMMYT' s maize and wheat programs adhere to several conunon philosophies 
in crop improvement. Both programs aim to develop a wide range of broadly 
adapted, input efficient and responsive germplasm which possesses high yield 
potential and enhanced yield stability conferred through genetic resistance 
and/or tolerance to major pests and agroclimatic stress problems. 

While there are some differences in the improvement procedures followed 
in maize, a cross-pollinated crop, and wheat, a self-pollinated crop, both 
programs adhere to the principle of large-scale multilocational testing and 
selection in which national collaborators play a full partnership role. 
Materials exhibiting superior characters at many locations are used in future 
improvement activities, thus reinforcing useful traits in the germplasm 
distributed in successive testing cycles. 

CIMMYT's international testing programs are structured in such a way that 
every national program--well established or just beginning--is able to utilize 
germplasm of potential benefit to its research efforts. The extensive obser
vations and measurements made by collaborators in the international networks 
are critical to the development of widely adapted materials of potential bene
fit in many production environments. To serve this network, CIMMY'I' conducts 
extensive breeding programs at different locations in Mexico which are repre
sentative of the agroclimatic conditions found in many areas of the developing 
world. It also supports special collaborative research eftorts with selected 
national programs to develop materials with greater resistance to specific 
diseases and/or insects, and with greater tolerance to problem soils and other 
important agroclimatic stress problems. 

Although CIMMYT acts as the hub in the development, assembly, distribu
tion, and data analysis of the early and advanced generation breeding mater i
als included each year in the various international trials and nurserieo, it 
neither names nor releases varieties. 'l'his is the responsibility of co
operating national programs. 

* Associate Director, CIMMY'I' Maize Program and Associate Director, CIMMY'r 
Wheat Program, respectively 

7 
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CIMMYT has historically shared geraplas111 with any bonafide scientist or 
research organization. It does, however, follow certain guidelines and prior
ities, since requests for seed are greater than the material available. First 
priority goes to collaborators in national research programs and universities 
in developing countries, second priority to public institutions in developed 
countries, third priority to private institutions. These materials and 
services are provided free of charge. 

The CIMMYT-coordinated international maize and wheat improvement net
works, based on a free and essentially unrestricted exchange of germplasm, 
have served as a unifying thread to bring together the work of thousands of 
scientists and hundreds of organizations worldwide. As a result of this 
collaboration, hundreds of high-yielding maize and wheat varieties with broad 
adaptation and increasing levels of yield dependability have been released in 
both developing and developed countries. They are grown today on millions of 
hectares and have played a major role in the dramatic increases achieved in 
world cereal production in recent years. 

Introduction 

CIMMYT, the Internat1onal Maize and 
profit, autonomous agricultural research 
and complementing the research efforts of 
quantity, dependability, and quality of 
production. CIMMYT's mandate is global 
and wheat-producing country in the world. 

Wheat Improvement Center, is a non
institution dedicated to supporting 
developing countries to increase the 
maize, wheat, barley, and triticale 
and involves virtually every maize-

CIMMYT is a part of a global network of 13 international agricultural 
research centers (!ARCs) supported by the Consultative Group on International 
Agricultural Research (CGIAR). This body is an informal group of donors, some 
35 in number, that mobilizes financial support for the centers. Donors 
include private foundations, individual governments, and international 
agencies, with most of the pledges con1ing from public sector organizations. 

The !ARC network includes a range of different types of institutes. 
Eight of the centers have a commod1ty orientation, and work on the major food 
crops grown in the developing world. Some of the institutes concentrate on 
tropical and subtropical production areas while others are more concerned with 
semi-arid and arid regions. Two centers, both located 1n Africa, are 
livestock-oriented research 1nstitutes that focus on African livestock 
diseases and production systems. One center is concerned with world food 
policy problems and another with management issues related to agricultural 
research systems in the developing world. Finally, the International board 
for Plant Genetic Resources (IbPGR) was established in 1Y74 to conserve 
irreplaceable sources of valuable genetic material represented by the pr imi
tive cultivars of crop species and the1r wild relatives. (See figure l) 

Each of the international centers is an autonomous a':)ricultural research, 
training, and technical ass1stance institute staffed by an internationally 
recruited staff and governed by an international and non-political board of 
trustees. Despite the autonomy of each center, the CGIAR does use certain 
criteria to justify support to IAl<C research activities. In general, the 
!ARCs are required to orient thea research, training, and technical assis
tance activities toward increasing the absolute availability of world food 
supplies, with particular emphasis on food production in the developing 
world. Further, these research activities must offer the potential of wide
spread benefits for food security, either regionally or globally, and must 
address the production problems of low-incon.e, food-deficient countr1es. 

Since the 1nception of the CGIAk 1n 1Y71, the number of CGIAH-supported 
centers has grown from four to 13, with more than 20 crops now receiving 
research attention (see table 1). To ddte, the most signlficctnt impdcts from 
IARC research have occurred in wheat ana rice production. 'l'he results 
emerging from many other ot the newer IAkC research activitlE:S indicate that 
breakthroughs are on the hor1zon tor a number of other vitally important food 
crops. 
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CHlMYT's Relationships with National Progrc.tms 

Currently, there are 53 countries with more than 100,000 hectares planted 
to maize and 27 countries with more than 100,000 hectares planted to wheat in 
the developing world. CIMMY'l' is closely involved in a. number of ways with 
these major maize- and wheat-producing countries as well as Wlth dozens of 
other countries where maize and wheat are important crops, although the area 
currently devoted to them is not very large. 

CIMMYT has a number of act1ve programs which are designed to support and 
strengthen the research capac1t1es of national maize and wheat programs in the 
developing world. These contributions tctll in the following general cate
gories: 

(l) Improved germplasm; 

(2) Training and staff development programs; 

(3) Procedures tor crop improvement and production research; 

(4) Information serv1ces; and 

(5) Consultation assistance. 

Germplasm Development 

The development of improved gerrnplasm is one of our most important acti
vities. While there are some d1tterences 1n the crop 1mprovement procedures 
followed by CIMMYT scientists in maize, a cross-pollinated crop, and wheat, a 
self-pollinated crop, both programs adhere to the pnnc1ple of large-scale 
multilocational testing and selection networks in which national collaborators 
play a full partnership role. Both programs seek to develop superior genetic 
materials with broad adaptability and dependability of yield across many loca
tions. National collaborators tocus on selecting materials and developing 
varieties that have the best adaptation to local condit1ons. 

Training and Staft Development 

CIMMYT's in-service training programs, support of v1siting scientists, 
and pre- and post-doctoral fellowships are extremely important act1vities for 
the fulfillment of our mandate. W1 thout growing cadres of trained national 
scientists engaged in well-focused research activities, the value and impact 
of improved germplasm cannot be reulized. Each year, CIMMY'l' receives some 120 
in-service trainees and 50 to bO vis1ting ctnLJ associate sc1ent1sts from. about 
50 developing countries. These scientists stay at CIMMY'l' trom one month to 
one year, w1th most in-service trainees stdying six months--one tull crop 
season. Another 10 to 15 ind1viduals are 1n residence at CIMMYT each year as 
pre- and post-doctoral fellows. This alumni network now includes more than 
2,500 individuals from over 70 countr1es. 

Development of Research Procedures 

CIMMYT tra1nees and v1s1tors are exposed to the many research procedures 
which have btcn developed by CIMMYT sc1entists and national collaborators over 
the years. 'l'lles..:> proceLlures huve emer':JeLl eitller trom ClMMY'l'' s own efforts to 
make its field techniques more etficient or through conscious efforts to 
develop appropriate sets of research methodologies for use by national col
laborators. Many such research procedures are in use touay in crop improve
ment and product1on prograHts uround the world. 

Information Services 

CIMNYT also prepares a llUlltDer oi l.JUi.Jllcdtlons e<~ch yectr Lor distr ibut1on 
to collaborators and other 11lterL:Sled JJarties. Some publ1cat1ons de<~l 
directly Wl th germjJlaSifl improvcntent e~nd other with research procedur..:s and 
policy-related issues. 'l'hese lJUOl1CcttiOilS ctre valuable tools ln the dif[usion 
of improved technology. 
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consultation 

Finally, given the broad experience of the CIMMYT staff in maize and 
wheat research and production, many national programs call on us for counsel 
on the organization of maize ana wheat research and on w'ays to address the 
constraints limiting production in their countries. One of the distinguishing 
concepts in CIMMYT's consultation work is our commitment to the integration of 
various disciplines from the earliest stages under experimental conditions to 
the verification of recommendations at the farm level and the final diffusion 
of the technology to the farmer. 

CIMMYT'S Crop Improvement Programs 

CIMMYT has established germplasm collections for maize, wheat, barley and 
triticale as service units for researchers worldwide. These service units 
maintain, catalogue, and regenerate seed, and handle special seed requests and 
shipments to users. The maize germplasm bank contains more than 13,000 
entries in cold storage, gathered from over 50 countries. A new, recently 
completed wheat germplasm storage facility contains a broad range of CIMMYT 
wheat, barley, and triticale germplasm in sufficient quant1ties to supply 
small-scale seed increases for other collaborat1ng programs. 

CIMMYT's breeding work begins in Mexico on a number of experiment 
stations located in different climatic areas. These stations range in alti
tude from near sea level to 2,600 meters and in latitude from 18 • to 28 • 
North. Such a range of production conditions permits CIMMYT to conduct two 
breeding cycles per year as well as to make prelim1nary progress towards 
identifying and developing broadly adapted, high-yielding germplasm with 
enhanced dependability of yiela. When this range of germplasm reaches suffi
cient levels of improvement to be of use to collaborating national scientists, 
such materials become entries in the dozens of different nurseries available 
for international test1ng and otterea tree ot charge to collaborators in more 
than 120 countries. Each year, well over one million packets of seed are 
assembled into many different nursery sets for international testing at 
hundreds of locations worldwide. 

Maize Improvement Program 

CIMMYT's efforts in maize improvement are directed toward the development 
and maintenance of broad-based gene pools and populations leading to the 
development of superior open-pollinated varieties. 

Yield-Dependability--Particular attention is being paid to increasing the 
disease and insect resistance, tolerance to agroclima tic stresses, and 'wide 
adaptability ot the CHlMYT materials--all important factors tor increas1ng 
yield dependability. 

For disease resistance, populat1ons grown in Mexico are artificially 
inoculated with stalk- ana ear-rut.tln'::J organisms. For leat bll'Jhts and rusts, 
we rely on naturally occurrin'::J 1ntestations. For insect resistC~nce, we 1ntest 
our populations with the larvae ot those insects found in Mex1co which are 
important maize pests in other parts ot the world. 

We are also involved in several collaborative disease research projects 
which cannot be handled from Mexico. 'I'hese disease research projects are 
focused on: downy mildew, caused by a funyus found mainly in South and South
east Asia, but now spread1ng to Atr1ca and Latin America; ma1ze streak virus, 
disseminated by a leaf hopper throughout tropical Africa; and corn stunt, a 
disease also spread by leaf hopt.Jer throughout tropical Ldtln 1\Jilerica. The 
centers of activity in these a1sease research projects are in th<= various 
affected areas. Our regionally uSSllJned stati, work1ny closely w1th national 
collaborators, carry the princlt.Jal responsibility tor CIMt-'IYT's involvewent 1n 
such research. 
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Grain Efficiency--Generally speakiny, tropical ma1ze plauLs are very tall, 
leafy, have a large tassel, do not make efficient use ot fertilizer and space, 
and often have a tenaency to tall over at maturity. Within the tall tropical 
maize plant, a relatively greater part of the energy goes into the foliage and 
tassel, rather than grain. •ro overcome these limitations, CIMMYT has been 
putting considerable emphasis on reducing plant height, 'leaf area, and tassel 
size, while selecting for yield and other desirable agronomic characters. 
CIMMYT is now providing national programs with shorter, more manageable, 
fertilizer-responsive tropical maize plants, with the potential of greater 
grain yield per hectare. We hope that one day tropical maize will be very 
close in yield potential to temperate maize, which is a more efficient 
producer of grain. 

Tolerance to Agroclimatic Stress--We are also placing increasing emphasis on 
enhanc1ng the tolerance of the CIMMYT materials to agroclimatic stresses. Two 
major approaches are being tJUrsued. One involves selection within our wide 
range of pools and populations for materials which exhibit greater tolerance 
to stress situations, includiny drought, a very important problem in the 
tropical areas. we are also exploring the possibility in our wide cross 
program of transferring genes into maize from alien genera to confer yreater 
environmental stability. At present, we are work1ng on maize x sorghum 
crosses with the hope of transferring sorghum's tolerance to drought and 
waterlogging to maize. Our crossing program with maize x •rripsacurn is 
directed toward transferring Tripsacum's tolerance to certain diseases and 
insects to maize. 

Nutritional Quality--CIMMYT's ma1ze improvement program also includes work on 
the nutritional quality aspect of maize. We now have a range of hi8h nutri
tional quality materials of different grain types that look and taste like 
normal materials and yet, as a result of the incorporation of the opaque-2 
gene, they have substantially better protein quality than normal field maize. 
These quality protein maize materials are now yielding as well as the normal 
materials in several parts of the world. 

International Breeding Program 

We are involved in a multistage international breedin<:J program which 
provides for a continuous and systematic flow of genetic material from the 
CIMMYT germplasm assembly line to farmers' fields. There are three main 
stages in this system: 

(l) Development and improvement ot broad-based gene pools for different 
specified areas of the world. 

(2) Continuous improvement and refinement of maize populations with 
upgraded material from the corresponding gene pools. · 

(3) Selection of superior experimental varieties from the different 
populations. 

Each of these improvement stages will be discussed briefly. Those who 
are interested in a more detailed description of this improvement system are 
referred to the publications cited below.* 

Germplasm Development 

Materials from the CIMMY'I' maize germplasm bank and new introductions sent 
to us by collaborators from many countries are systemdtlcally evaluated and 
added to the appropriate gene pools to extend and improve their genetic base. 
Thirty-one gene pools have now been assembled on the basis ot cl.intatic adapta
tion, maturity clldraclers, and ':JLiJJn Lyp<!. We tJ,,Vl! '-' rull<J<.: ul Jllcttt.:riuls to 
serve virtuctlly <!Very iHt[-'urti.lliL production urec~ c~nd wl!it:l• JII<:L:L locul <Jrc:tin 
preferences in the developinu world. 

* "Improving Adaptat1on and Yield DepemJability 1n Maize lfl the Developing 
World," H.L. Paliwul and E.W. :iptct<:JUe, CIMMY'l', l'Jtll; and CIMMY'l' 'l'oday 
No. 14, "Maize Research and l'rouuct1on in Guatemi.lla," ClMMY'l', 1'::181. 
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Each pool is grown at more than one site in Mexico each year where a 
multidisciplinary team identifies the superior plants at each location. 
Selection pressure, although sufficiently low to maintain yenetic variation, 
does take into account yield potential, he1ght and loag1ng tendency, maturity, 
disease and insect reaction, barrenness and synchronization of tasseling and 
silking, and uniformity characteristics. The best tJertorntlng me;terials from 
these different gene pools are 1dentified and tre;nsferred into corresponding 
populations which are at more advanced stayes of improvement. These popula
tions are, in turn, "fine-tuned" to meet specific production objectives. 

Population Improvement 

Farmers' conditions in the developing world require a ranye of 1111proved 
maize materials to satisfy demand tor specif1c adai:Jtcttlon, me;turity and seed 
type. To serve this demana, CIMMYT 1s currently handling 27 different popula
tions. These populations are inrproved usiny a multi trait breeding strategy, 
with variable relative weights given to different traits requiring improvement 
according to the problems encountered in areas where each population is meant 
to serve. 

International Maize Testing Program 

CH1MYT's international maize testing program has been designed: (l) to 
serve national programs that are at different stages ot developruent, and (2) 
to combine into one mechanism a system for continuous inrprovement of nraize 
germplasm as well as a germplasm delivery system to and from national pro
grams. In some countries, the CIMMYT materials are used tor almost direct 
selection of varieties for commercial release. In other programs, the CIMMYT 
material generally is introduced into national breeding schemes as new and 
superior germplasm sources. 

National collaborators have contributed greatly to CIMMYT's 1nternational 
maize testing program. Each yeCJ.r, this dynarrric imrrovement process continues 
to produce new experimental var iet1es from constantly lnrproving maize popula
tions. Today, most national I:Jrograrns in the develc,i,J.ti':J world hctve released 
improved varieties wh1ch carry CIMMYT-aistributed germplasm in their P•;IL')rees. 

International Pro':)eny 'l'est1ng 'l'rlals--CIMMYT begins tu distr1bute advanced 
populat1ons through the international test1ng system e;s soon as t Lc:y are 
considered to be sufficiently advanced to be of utll1ty to sc1entists in 
national programs. These advanced populat1ons are first grown for three 
generations in Mexico and then in the fourth generation, or once every two 
years, each population is evaluated in internat1onal prcHJeny testln<J t.crials 
(IPTTs) at six locations worlaw1de in three to six countr1es. Each year, half 
of the 27 advanced populations are used to form different IP'l"l's. 

At this preliminary testing phase, the aistribution ot tr1als is limited 
to a relatively few testing sites wh1ch are representat1ve of a range of areas 
in which the population is suited. The tr1als are monitored by CIMMYT scien
tists who work very closely with national collaborators. 'l'he latter rlay a 
very important role in CIMMY'l' breeaing methoaology. The yuality of the data 
coming from the trials Cind the extent of t-Jrogress in the lnti-'rovement of the 
CIMMYT maize populations oepenn un that cooperation. Each trial consists of 
250 full-sib families or proyer11es plus s1x check ve;r.iet1es (or hybrids) 
selected by the collaborator trorn locally available materictls. !:lased on the 
across-site analys1s from all loccttlons where a pc.rticul21r IP'I"l' is <Jrown, 
80-100 families are selected for the re,Jenerdtion ot the 111:Xl cycll: oi Ute 
population. In -tddition, alHJUt llJ or Lltt: best Lau,lLlec. iLJ<.:rtLltied ut ectdt 
site by a nationctl collctborcttor urc: u:.;e,1 to iuru, an t.'X[•<.:lllltel!Lcd vctriety. 
This variety w1ll carry the nctnte 01 the Slte wlrere the fatttlllt::'-i were selected, 
and a number code to 1ndicate the year oi s~c:lt:ct1on Cl!ld Llte iJO[JUlalion from 
which it was derived. As an exctn,ple, the experunental varH.:ty Le; t>\aguina 7822 
was selected in l'::J7cl tront CH-1~1'{'1' i'opulatlott 2~, a tru[;lcul wltlle dent !:JOpula
tion, at a test1ng locat1on lll Li:J. t-lctCJUlna, Gudtenrilla. besides the Site
specific exper1mental varieties, tlre 10 be:..;t LuJttlll~es Jrunr c:uCll lP'l"l' l;a:.>ed on 
the across-s1Le pertormunce i.trt: u:..;t:u IJy ClM~1Y'l' to torm e;rr across-slte vctrlety, 
following the sarne nornenclature descr1beu auuve, e.<J. Acrus"' 71:l22. 
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Theoretically, seven experimental varieties, six selected from site
specific data and one based on across-site data, can be produced for each of 
the 13 to 14 IPTTs tested each year. In practice, howeve(, we do not receive 
data from all IPTT test sites, and therefore fewer experimental varieties 
emerge from each IPTT testing cycle. Nevertheless, in each improvement cycle 
CIMMYT develops some 60 to 70 experimental varieties. 

Experimental Variety Trials--The relatively few superior experimental var i
eties selected from each IPTT cycle next are included in experimental variety 
trials (EVTs) that are tested the following year at several hundred locations 
in more than 80 countries. Since the best families identified in each popula
tion in the previous IPTTs are used to form these experimental varieties, it 
is expected that the varieties will show considerably higher performance as 
compared to the mean population yield. In addition to the yield, uniformity 
for maturity and plant and ear height are important considerations in forming 
experimental varieties. 

Elite Experimental Variety Trials--The top 25-30 percent of the experimental 
varieties in each year's EVTs that show outstanding performance across several 
locations are selected for inclusion in el1te experimental variety trials 
(ELVTs) prepared for distribution the following year. These ELVTs are also 
distributed on request to collaborators in· more than 80 countries. Many of 
the elite experimental varieties are used in on-farm testing and simultaneous 
seed increase, stages which often precede commercial production. 

Distribution of Maize Germplasm 

CIMMYT does follow certain practices in the distribution of IPTTs, EV'l's 
and ELVTs. The IPTTs have limited distribution to only six locations world
wide for each particular population. EVTs and ELVTs are much more widely 
available and are sent on request to any national maize or university maize 
research program in the developing world. 

Depending on availability, private plant breeding institutions can 
receive bulk seed samples from the source pools and populations used to form 
the various IPTTs. They can also receive seed samples of selected experi
mental varieties as well as complete EVTs and ELVTs on an availability basis. 

We think that this distribution of germplasm has been 
significant contributions of the maize program. We intend 
practice, which we know to have been a success. 

Wheat Improvement Program 

one of the 
to continue 

very 
this 

CIMMYT's wheat improvement program has expanded in scope over the last 15 
years to include research on bread wheat, durum wheat, barley, and triticale. 
The program is organized into commodity-oriented sub-programs supported 
collectively by additional program units in pathology, new germplasm develop
ment, wide crosses, milling and baking, international testing, agronomy, and 
training. Regional programs serve as a linkage between resident research 
activities in Mexico and those of collaborating national programs as well as 
for certain area-specific research activities. 

CIMMYT attempts to serve all ~~uall grain production areas, with the 
primary emphasis on the developing world. We endeavor to maintain the widest 
possible variation in our germplasm so that useful materials are available for 
all important production regions of the world. Our materials developed to 
date have consistently demonstrated, over a wide range of production condi
tions, their capacity to make maximum use of available nutrients and moisture 
for grain production. We would describe such materials as input efficient. 

Yield Dependability 

Among CIMMYT's general breeding obJectives, enhancing the yield dependa
bility of wheat, barley, and triticale receives a higher research priority 
than raising max1mum genetic yield potential, .l:'er :o;e. CIMMY'l' wheat and 
triticale germplasm has a relatively r11gh level of resistance to most of the 
principal diseases, such as the cereal rusts. However, added resistance to 
certain diseases is still needed. These are primarily the minor diseases such 
as helminthospor ium, septor ia and scab. In bar ley, our program needs 
considerable amounts of added resistance. 
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Given the danger of disease epidemics when vast areas are planted to only 
one or two pure-line varieties, we are actively engaged in research and 
testing on such risk-reducing concepts as multiline varieties, varietal 
mixtures, broad-scale resistance, slow rusting or dilatory resistance, and 
geographic placement of varieties. These research avenues are complementary 
to our traditional approaches of identifying maJOr gene resistances. 

CIMMYT is also becoming increasingly involved in research to develop 
materials with additional drought, heat and cold tolerance, as well as greater 
tolerance to aluminium and other minor element soil toxicities. We are also 
engaged in research to develop disease-resistant wheat varieties which can be 
grown in the coolest season in subtropical areas, such as those found in 
eastern India, Bangladesh, Nepal and parts of East Africa. Several approaches 
are being followed. One is to screen the wide range of wheat, bar ley, and 
triticale germplasm for lines which exhibit genes for added tolerance to agro
climatic stresses. Such materials are then used as germplasm sources in our 
conventional crossing programs. In addition, we are increasing our efforts !.ll 

wide crosses between wheat and barley, and between wheat and related wild 
species such as Agropyron and Elymus. We hope to find not only greater 
tolerance to subtropical conditions but also specific genes for resistance to 
the maJor diseases. 

Yield Potential 

Prior to the introduction of the genes for dwarfness into the CIMMYT 
materials during the 1950s and 1960s, the best wheat varieties rarely yielded 
above 4.5 t/ha. Even the best of the improved tall varieties faced a yield 
barrier because of their susceptibility to lodging when heavily fertilized. 
The semidwarf wheat varieties developed at CIMMYT were resistant to lodging 
and also carried genes for high grain efficiency, ~ se, raising maximum 
yield potential under optimum growing conditions to 8.5 to 9-t/ha. 

Since the first release of these semidwarf varieties by national programs 
some 15 years ago, maximum yield potential has increased at a slower pace. 
While CIMMYT believes that further increases in maximum yield are possible, 
this objective is not given a maJor research priority since potential yields 
already far exceed average yields in most of the developing countries. 
However, through our research in crossing spring and winter habit wheat, 
barley, and triticale materials, and our work with germplasm possessing 
larger, more fertile heads, we see the potential for an additional 1 to 2 t/ha 
in varieties available during the 1980s. Further, we suspect that the yield 
potential in durum wheat and triticale may surpass the maximum yield potential 
of bread wheat. This is particularly true tor triticale, which has already 
shown greater dry matter production than wheat. Further partitioning of the 
triticale dry matter toward grain rather than straw should push triti·cale 
yields higher than current wheat yields. 

Our work in spring x winter crosses also indicates that the yield depend
ability of spring wheats can be increased through the introduction of genes 
from winter wheats. Spring wheats derived from the spring x winter crossing 
program are showing higher yield potential, better drought resistance, wider 
maturity ranges, and greater resistance to diseases such as septoria, stripe 
rust and some of the root diseases, than our pure spring wheat materials. On 
the winter wheat side, progenies resulting from the spring x winter crossing 
program show greater rust resistance, higher yield potential (mainly due to 
the semidwarf habit) and wider maturity ranges particularly tor earliness, 
than the best pure winter wheats. 

Wheat Program International Nurseries 

In 1980, collaborating scientists in 101 countries requested about 1,900 
trials of exper 1mental wheat, bar ley, and triticale materials from 38 differ
ent nurseries. Each nursery cons1sts of a set of lines--sometimes as many as 
500 entries--which are constituted to serve the breeding requirements for 
particular production environments and disease problems. Five general inter
national nursery categories are offered: crossing blocks, early generation 
F2 material, screening nurseries (advanced lines), special disease and soil 
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stress nurseries, and replicated yield trials. In aqdition, a number of 
regional nurseries--mainly used for disease screening and surveillance--have 
been operating in North Africa, the Middle East ana parts of Asia, ana South 
America • 

. The wheat program's international screening and yield nurseries are the 
most widely distributed. Screening nurseries include up to 500 of the most 
advanced lines from the CIMMYT program and are grown in double rows for obser
vation and evaluation, unreplicated. Normally, the screening nurseries of the 
four major crops are distributed to some 150 locat1ons around the world. 
Yield nurseries include 50 advanced lines ana differ from the screening nur
series in that the materials are grown in replicated yield trials. National 
program collaborators are free to use any of the materials included in these 
nurseries. When material from an international nursery i..s released as a 
commercial variety, CIMMYT requests that the origin of the germplasm be 
recognized. 

Germpl~sm Utilization by National Programs--The inclusion in the CIMMYT 
nurser1es of advanced lines and varieties from all parts of the world has 
afforded CIMMYT and national cooperators the opportunity to observe the adap
tation of materials to widely differing local conditions. The yield nurseries 
have been particularly valuable to those developing country institutions which 
lacked the resources for large-scale breeding programs. Some varieties in
cluded in these nurseries have been suitable for naming and commercial release 
without further improvement, permitting almost immediate seed multiplication 
for commercial production. 

These same international nurseries also have offered national wheat 
scientists the opportunity for improvement through selection. Many of the 
experimental lines included in international nurseries which appear quite 
uniform under the local conditions where they were bred, have exhibited 
considerable variation when grown in other parts of the world. 'rhus, within 
the best lines of an international nursery grown at one location, national 
wheat scient1sts are able to select individual plants which are better adapted 
to local conditions,thus affording national programs the opportunity for crop 
improvement at minimal time and expense. 

Finally, the international exchange of early generation segregating 
materials, like those contained in the CIMMYT crossing blocks ana F2 genera
tion populations, has provided wheat scientists with a broad basis of genetic 
diversity--an essential ingredient in successful breeding programs .. This 
wealth of germplasm has been used as crossing mater1al in many national 
programs and has resulted in the release of hundreds of improved varieties 
around the world. 

CUIMYT' s Practices in Sharing Germplasm 

In summary, CIMMYT shares its germplasm freely with other maize and wheat 
scientists around the world. Because ot limitat1ons reljarding the total 
amount of seed available in relation to the mahy seed requests that come to 
CIMMYT, we do tallow certain practices in deciding how to fill requests. 
First priority goes to scientists in developing country national programs and 
universities. Second priority is given to collaborators in developed country 
public sector programs. Third priority is assigned to private plant breeding 
companies. In practice, CIMMY'l' mainly shares with private companies the seed 
of early generation lines and of pools and populations on a bulk basis. Early 
generation matl:!r ials are also shared with those national programs in the 
developing countries which tend to have relatively large and well-estaulished 
breeding programs. 

Because ot the close IJartnt:rship role played by national collaborators 
who participate in the international testing programs, ClMMY'I' does not engage 
in the naming ot its advanced lines and experimental Vi:!rieties. We believe 
this is most appro!Jr iately done by national programs for their respective 
countries. ClMMY'l' only asks nation.Jl proyrams to recognize the source of the 
material when they release it as commerc1al var ietles. 
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International Cooperation in Plant Breeding. 

CIMMYT scient1sts, particularly those such as Dr. Norman Borlaug who 
helped pioneer the concept ot international testing, believe international 
nurseries initiated a new era 1n plant breed1ng. Before the aavent of inter
national nurseries in the early 1950s, many breeders were reluctant to release 
advanced lines from their breeaing programs to fellow scient1sts for fear that 
new varieties would be named and released without the proper recognition of 
their efforts. Distribut1on ot mater1als to other scientists was generally 
delayed until the var1ety had been named in the breeder's own country. Rarely 
were early generation materials (e.g., those still undergoing improvement and 
still expressing considerable genetic variation) distributed to other 
scientists. 

International testing ushered in a new willingness to share early gener
ation materials and advanced generation un-named lines. This, in turn, 
greatly increased the introduction ot materials with genetic variability into 
national programs and helped break down a psycholO<jlcal bc~rr ier whicl) had 
tended to isolate the efforts of individual plant breeders. 

As an example, the CIMMYT-coordinated international maize and wheat 
improvement networks, based on a free and essentially unrestricted exchange of 
germplasm, have served as a un1fying thread to brin9 together the work of 
thousands of scientists and hundreds of organizations worldwide. As a result 
of this collaboration, hundreds of high-y1eld1ng, input-etfic1ent ma1ze and 
wheat varieties with improved yield aependability have been released in both 
the developing and developed countries. 

CIMMYT also benefits from international testing by being able to 1dentify 
materials with broad adaptat1on and superior performance in terms of yield 
potential, dlsease and insect resistance, tolerance to stress, and grain 
quality. Such materials are used by CIMMY'l' 1n tuture improventent activit1es, 
thus reinforc1ng these usetul traits in the subsequent breediny cycles of the 
germplasm. Simultaneously, national collaborcttors have had continuous access 
to a broaa and constantly improving germpla~m base. 

Impact of CIMMYT-Distributed Germplasm on Maize and Wheat ProcJuct1on 

Today, over 35 million hectares of wheat in the develop1ng world and 
several million hectares in the developed countries are planted to hundreds ot 
commercial varieties that carry ClMMY'l' 9ermplasm 1n their !Jedigrees. ::lome. of 
these broadly adapted lines, such as the CIMMYT cross 8156 wh1ch has been 
released as a commerc1al variety under ditterent names (lncluding Siete Cerros 
and Mexipak) in more than 25 countries and covered 15 million hectares at one 
time, have brought remarkable product1on increases throu9hout the developing 
world. 

In ma1ze, high-yield1ng broadly adajJtecJ var1eties are beg1nn1n':J to reach 
commercial production in many cJevelo!Jlng countries. We hc~ve reports from more 
than 20 countries that over 75 var1et1es and hybr1ds Wltlt CHli'lY'I'-distrlbuted 
germplasm in the1r pedigrees have been relectsed by nationzd [JfOlJfaJhS over the 
last five years. ::iuch develOfJllll:llt!:i yive U!:i optintlSJ\l L!Jdl ct S!llillcH tJdttern ut 
expansion as 1n wheat 1n the ctrec. !Jlanteu to lm!Jroved llti:llze vi:lrletH::s w1th 
consequent 1mf.Jacts on develojJin9 country ntaize prociuct1on will occur dur1ng 
the 1980s. 

Lookiny to the future 

On a globc:Jl bas1s mankind dept:nlis on lin: lctnJ ior ~B lJt:Lct.:nl ut its tuou 
supply. 'I'hls is not expected to chanlJe Sl<Jnltlcantly over the reHtalndL;r ot 
this century. In terms of human Wt.dl-bt:ing, U1e ntost 1mport.ant toud ur•lducts 
are the cerec.ls, the ']rain crous tlt.:.l occuuy some ~5 perct::11t ot the world's 
cropland area. Wheat, r1ce, llialZe, barley .Hid the other cereal grc.ins to
gether supply well over halt the tuud eneryy consunted directly by peoEJle wnd 
account for a sizable part ot t.he fl:fltainlny fuocJ eneryy consumed 1ncjirectly in 
the form of livestock products. 
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Depending on which proJection one decides to use, wor la population will 
double over the 1975 count in 40, 60 or 80 years. 'I'his means that we will 
have to double world food production, within this time trame, just to keep 
even with the already often inadeyuate 1975 per capita food levels. we 
believe that improving yield levels on existin<J croplands will be the ma)or 
source tor the aaditional production needea to aaequately teed the eight 
billion people who will be on the Earth by the 21st century. 

It is an axiom of experience ln plant breedin') that 1 t you stop, you 
regress. The natural enemies of our crops are themselves evolutionary and 
active. Rusts ana other pathogens mutate, insects aevelop resistance to 
chemical and genetic controls, and environmental policies can affect the 
components of agronomic practices. Consequently, the CIMMY'l' staff is deeply 
concerned that the crop improvement gainb already made be vigilantly guarded. 
These considerations enhance the unportance of the maintenance of Cil-'IMY'I"s 
services such as the international testing networks, our germplasm banks, and 
our work in germplasm improvement. 

CIMMYT, in planning program priori ties for the future, must continue to 
ensure that its progra111s help to increase global food supplies as well as 
domestic proauction in food-deficient areas, particularly in the low-income 
countries. The nature of these demands differs from country to country. some 
governments will focus on 1ncreasing production while others will specify 
production increases among certain classes ot farmers and/or crops. Since the 
national research and production programs ot the developing countries vary 
notably in their research capacities, CIMMYT must be sensitive to these 
differences if they are to serve national programs effectively. We must 
retain sufficient flexibility to respond to the needs of collaborating 
national programs. 

Increases. 1n developing country tood production will not come easily even 
with carefully focused research. 'I'here 1s no technological panacea tor 
solving the food problems of the developing worla in the years ahead. The 120 
million hectares of mLiizt: and wheat land in the ueveloping worl'i t11at ll .... ve yel 
to rece1ve the benefits ot improved varieties, in combination with other 
appropriate 1nputs and publ1c policies, can play a major role in raising 
future production levels. 

Despite the difficulties tac1ng developing countries, the Clt>-lMYT staff is 
convinced that, from a biological viewpoint, it lS possible to expand agricul
tural food production over the next 20 years at a rate that will equal or 
slightly exceed the rate ot aggregate population growth. Achieving ·this 
increase and distributing it more equltdbly, however, will reguue political 
stability, the determination ot nation<:il governments to increase investments 
in their agr1cultural sector--including research and extension--and the 
continued sharing of new knowledge and genetic material among the community of 
nations. 
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Table 1~ Brief descr1ption of the CGIAR-supported centers 

CENTERS 

Commodity-Oriented 

IRRI 
International Rice Research 
Institute 

CIMMYT 
International Maize and Wheat 

Improvement Center 

CIAT 
International Center of 
Tropical Agriculture 

IITA 
International Institute of 
Tropical Agriculture 

CIP 
International Potato Center 

ICRISAT 
International Crops Research 
Institute for the Semi-Arid 
Tropics 

I CARDA 
International Center tor 
Agricultural Research in 
Dry Areas 

WARDA 
west Africa Rice Development 

Association 

IBPGR 
International Board for Plant 
Genetic Resources 

Livestock-oriented 

ILCA 
International L1vestock Center 

for Africa 

ILRAD 
International Laboratory tor 

Research on Animal D1seases 

Management and Pol1cy-oriented 

IFPRI 
International Food Policy 
Research Institute 

ISNAR 
International Service tor 
National Agricultural Rese~rch 

DATE FOUNDED 

19 60 

1966 

1967 

196 8 

1971 

1972 

1976 

1971 

1974 

l<:i 7 3 

1973 

1975 

1980 

PROGRAM EMPHASIS 

research on rice and rice-based 
farming systems 

research on maize, wheat, barley 
and triticale 

research on cassava, field beans, 
rice and tropical pastures, 
primarily in Latin America and 
caribbean 

research on farm1ng systems for 
humid tropics including roots, 
tubers, food legumes, maize and 
r1ce 

research on potatoes 

research on sorghum-millets, food 
legumes and tarnting systems for 
the semi-ar1d tropics 

research on durum wheat, barley, 
lentils, broad beans and farming 
systems for drier regions with a 
Mediterranean climate 

research on rice in West Africa 

collection, documentation and 
conservation of genet1c resources 
of important crop species 

research on Atr1can livestock 
production systems 

research on diseases ot Atric~n 
livestock 

pol1cy research on world tood 
problems 

technical assist~nce to 
develop1ny cuuntrles to plan, 
organize and TnJriaye national 
agricultural research systems 



FIGURE 1. -CGIAA MEMBERSHIP AND SUPPORTED CENTERS 

CGIAR Membership as of 
October 1979 
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Australia 
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Germany 
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Saudi Arabia 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
United Kingdom 
United States 

Arab Fund for Economic and Social 
Development 

A~ian Devclopnllmt B;mk 
C'lmmi~sion of the E••roncan Communities 
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of the United Nations 
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tJnitr·d Nations Environment Programme 
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CIAT: Centro lntcrnacional de Agricultura Tropical. Cali, Colombia 
CIMMYT: Centro lnternacional de Mejoramiento de Malz y Trigo. Mexico, D.F., Mexico 
CIP: Centro lnternacional de Ia Papa. Lima, Peru 
I BPG R: International Board for Plant Genetic Resources. Rome, Italy 
ICARDA: International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas. Beirut, Lebanon 
ICR I SAT: lntHn<ltional Crops Re5earch Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics. Hyderabad, India 
I FP R I: Interne tiona I Food Policy Research Institute. Washington, D.C., United States 
I ITA: International Institute of Tropical Agriculture. lbadan, Nigeria 
I LCA: Intern a tiona I Livestock Center for Africa. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
I LRAD: International Laboratory for Research on Animal Diseases. Nairobi, Kenya 
I R R I: International Rice Research Institute. Los Banos, Philippines 
ISNAR: lntcmation<ll Service for National Agricultural Research. The Hague, Netherlands 
WARDA: West Africn Rice Development Association. Monrovia, Liberia 
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PLAN'!' bREEDING BY THE PRIVATE SECTOR 

C. Mastenbroek* 

Summary 

1. The pre-Mendelian period 

No doubt selection was being carried out by unidentified individuals when 
wild plants were first domesticated. Later, a limited number of identified 
breeders practised actual selection work in cereals, vegetables, flower plants 
and fruit trees, in order to obtain better varieties for cultiv.ation. Their 
work was empirical in nature, based on personal interest in and knowledge of 
the crop, on enthusiasm for and dedication to this kind of spiritual activity, 
on intuition and experience. Their work consisted in pedigree selection in 
local and regional varieties or land races. 

The first recorded cross was made in 1719 by Thomas Fa irchildo between 
Dianthus caryophyllus and D. barbatus, giving birth to Fairchild's Sweet
William. The first cross in peas was made in 1800. John Goss was, in 1822, 
the first to select within a cross progeny of peas for better varieties to 
cultivate. In France, Sageret crossed and selected Cucurbitaceae from 1826 
onwards. Sheriff, from Scotland, was the first recorded breeder to make wheat 
crosses, followed by selection. 

Towards the end of the 19th century a good number of practical breeders 
were active, e.g. in Germany in sugar beet, cereals and particularly in winter 
rye1 in France in wheat and vegetables; in the USA in maize and potatoes, 
in the Netherlands in potatoes, winter rape (seed), pe<~s and tulips; in 
Sweden in cereals; in the United Kingdom in potatoes and vegetables. Special 
mention should be made of Luther Burbank in the USA, who started around 1880 
with potatoes and who became famous for his outstanding new varieties of plums 
and raspberries. He already selected for better suitability for transporta
tion and he performed species crosses extensively. 

2. The period after 1900 

The general applicability of Mendel's laws, the formulation of the pure
line concept by Johannsen and much other research in genetics and plant 
breeding methodology, had an ever increasing influence on practical plant 
breeding. 'l'he same is true for developments in population size, in consump
tion habits, in food preservation, in transport facilities, in crop husbandry, 
in mechanization of harvesting, storage and grading and in greenhouse tech
nology and management. Depending on the crop, selection procedures became 
more complex, more sophisticated, and soon moved from simple selection in 
impure land varieties to select ion in populations resulting from man-made 
crosses. Backcrossing was widely practised, in particular with the aim of 
introducing disease resistance from obsolete or foreign varieties or even from 
different species and genera. Hybrid varieties of maize for grain and silage 
took the market. 'l'he detection of male sterility and its <Jenetic mechanism'-' 
greatly stimulated the breeding of hyl.;rid varieties in maize, onions, sugar 
beet, tomato and several other vegetables and flower plants. Self-incompati
bility became widely adopted in the production of hybrid varieties of Brussels 
sprouts. Greater emphasis was placed on the suitetbility of the harvested 
product for its ultimate use. Whenever possible, selection in this respect is 
performed in the early stages of breeding and in laboratories of the breeders 
themse 1 ve s. 

Private plant breeding hets by necessity become more professional fur Jlic)SL 
crops. Some breeders and breeding organizations specialize in une crop or a 
few crops only; many others are dealing with many crops for re~son~ of diver
sification. 'l'hanks to plant variety protection legislation, returns from 
private plant breeding have improved in recent decennia in spite ot an enor
mous increase in costs. However, compared to the present ltvel u~ !J,H>k inler
est, tht prut ilauility ut brteed!n•J enlerpristes lb low. 'l'lli" t .. n; lecJ Lo clu:Jo.: 
cooperalion, joint V•"ntures, CuJH..;enlraliun, etnd the taking over of :.,ur11e t inns 
and f<>mily elitertJriseS uy larger U(<jal1i:<allu11S. 

Pres1dent ut the Internat1onal Associat1on of Plant Ureeders tor the 
Protection ol Plant V~r1el1es (ASSlNS~L) 
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'l'he achievements of plant breeders in the private sector are undeniable. 
In many existing mandatory and rec011111ending national lists of varieties the 
majority of the cultivars are private in origin. Privately bred cultivars of 
cereals, potatoes, sugar beet, grasses, cabbages and other vegetables have 
been or are being grown on an international scale and have contributed con
siderably to a striking increase in yields and food production, desperately 
needed in our present-day world. 

3. The future 

The potentialities of well-established breeding techniq..tes are certainly 
not exhausted, cultivars to come are very likely to yield even more. Never
theless, research in new techniq..tes of somatic hybridization, gene introgres
sion and selection at the single cell level has started and is well under way 
already. Some predi~t results of real novelty and great value, others are 
more sceptical. Private enterprises are contributing to this research, but 
medium and small ones will only be able to use the first results for further 
improvements. 

Because of the range of cultivars needed, not only on a world-wide ecale, 
but also regionally, to cater for the variety of growing conditions, and to 
minimize the risks of diseases developing to a damaging level, a variety of 
methods and initiatives should continue to be exercised. There will be ample 
room for private plant breeding to play its role in the production of morie 
food for a growing world population. 

1. The pre-Mendelian period 

21 

It is a well-known matter of experience in aid to developing countries 
that undeveloped human beings can be quite smart and clever, thus demon
strating their intellect. There is every reason to believe that primitive 
people, in their wanderings, took the biggest and best looking ears, fruits, 
berries, seeds and tubers while collecting their daily food in nature. It may 
be assumed that in those times yield per hour of collecting, rathe~ than yield 
per area, was the leading principle for choosing the biggest ears, etc. There 
is even more reason to believe that, when they began to settle and to actually 
grow crops for their needs, they did in fact choose and select, thus ini ti
ating domestication of plants that grew wild until then, some 10,000 years 
ago. Regarding cereals, it is likely that at that time ears that retained the 
seed were preferred to ears that shed their progeny. It may be assumed ·that 
mass selection was directed towards this useful character. It is apparent 
from the poetry of Virgil that the Romans were already aware that their cereal 
crops were not uniform. It was recommended to harv.:st with special care if 
the yield, or part of it, was intended to be used as seed for the next crop. 
It was even advised to pick the best ears in order to maintain the identity of 
the various types under cultivation, as well as to prevent admixtures of lower 
value from being multiplied into the next crop. 

In literature nothing is recorded about what our ancestors of the middle
ages did in this respect. The tirst or olaest record is about Le Couteur of 
Jersey, around the year 1800. A guest of his, Professor La Gasca of Spain, 
pointed out to him that his wheat crop looked far from uniform. Le Couteur 
then in one field picked out 23 individual ears of different, but appealing 
shape and size and planted the ear progenies in separate beds. He observed 
differences in various properties, for example in grain yield. He decided to 
maintain a few of the best and to discard the others, apparently assuming that 
the good properties would be carried on. 'fhis proved to be the case, since 
some of LeCouteur's selections became widely grown in Great Britain and 
Northern France. One, by the name of Bellevue de Talavera, was still culti
vated around 1910, about a century after it was isolated. 

About 20 years later, in 1819, Patrick Sheriff, a country gentleman of 
Haddingtonshire, Scotland, began selecting extraordinarily good-looking single 
ears from wheat and panicles from oat crops on his tarm. By lU57 he hcH.J more 
than 70 individual wheat selections in trials, in which he compared the 
progeny of the selected wheat ears with the popular varieties of that time. 
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'In 1860 his comparative wheat trials covered 12 acres (some five hectares). 
Eventually only four of the tested selections reached the commercial stage. 
That made him decide to abandon the idea of picking out only those ears and 
panicles that were extraordinarily good-looking. From then on he took only 
ears and panicles that were merely good-looking. From this period three wheat 
and four oat varieties came forth. 

Also around 18 20 the Chevalier v.:.r iety of spring bar ley was found, one 
might say, by mere chance. A field worker, who had been threshing barley 
during the day, found part of a beautiful ear in one of his shoes, after 
having returned home for the night. He planted the grains in his garden next 
Spring and handed their progeny over, not to his employer, but to his land
lord, the vicar Dr. Charles Chevalier. It is not known in detail how he 
handled the material, but one thing is certain: the famous Chevalier barley 
emerged from it. 

In subsequent years, many more outstanding varieties were selected from 
land races or local varieties that were, genetically speaking, mixtures of 
various genotypes. In several countries this kind of breeding work was 
executed in the self-pollinating cereals by a gradually increasing 'number of 
breeders, until around 1900. This kind of work, done in particular at Svalov, 
Sweden, became reputed. 

Hallett (about 1860) was an English breeder who expected good results 
from continued selection of the best grain from the best ears of the best 
progeny. He treated his plants like pets, gave them lots of room in widely 
spaced stands, applied heavy dressings of organic fertilizer and obtained a 
very high rate of multiplication. But when he made comparisons in a kind of 
test that came close to farm practice, he was very much disappointed by the 
evident lack of progress over the first cycle of selection. His Lamarckian 
method of continued pedigree selection proved to be no better than the method 
of one single: selection cycle, as employed by Le Couteur and Sheriff. In 
Svalov the same conclusion was drawn from their efforts to improve the stiff
ness of the straw of the Chevalier spring barley by repeated and continued 
pedigree selection within the variety. 

With our knowledge of and experience with the pure-line method since 
Johannsen, we can easily explain why Hallett was unsuccessful. The method 
appeared to be successful, however, when applied to rye, a cross-pollinating 
crop. In Germany, von Rimpau started in 1867 with what we would now call 
"positive mass selection"; he achieved good progress, but more was attained 
by later rye breeders, who applied family selection and continued pedigree 
selection, eventually combined with the Rest-Saat Methode (Laube). The German 
rye varieties proved to be widely adapted and were cultivated in many coun
tries over a long period. Whether they were completely stable over this long 
period is a question of academic rather than of practical importance. I think 
it is very unlikely that they were stable and that has been good for them. 
Now, with plant variety protection, breeders have to pay a b1t more attention 
to this aspect. 

Sheriff wrote in his book, published in 1873: 

"New varieties of the 
sources--from crossing, 

cereals can annually be obtained from three 
from natural sports and fro.:, foreign countries." 

He described how to pertorm crossing in wheat. It appears that nowadays 
it is still done in exactly the same way as he oid it over a century ago. 

Another quotation from his book goes as follows: 

"Always cross with the seedlings which inherit in the greatest degree the 
properties you wish a cereal to possess." 

These words show that by 1870 Sheriff had turned to crossing wheat vari
eties, followed by selection ot individual plants from the progeny. He, 
however, believed that Thomas Andrew Knight, also a country gentleman, was 
"the first individual in Brita1n known to have crossed wheat." 
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True as this may be, he certainly was not the first recorded person, who 
wittingly carried out a cross in the plant kingdom. This was Thomas 
Fairchild. He performed, in 1719, th€ species cross carnation Dianthus 
caryophyllus x sweet-william Dianthus barbatus and obtained a sterile Fl 
hybrid, which was subsequently multiplied vegetatively and became known by the 
name "Fairchild's Sweet-William". 

The oldest recorded artificial cross in peas, performed by John Goss of 
Devonshire, England, between a blue and a white seeded variety, dates back to 
1820. He observed the phenomenon of segregation in the F2 , but did not 
count numbers and did not grow separately the progenies of the F2 indivi
duals, as Mendel did about 40 years later. But John Goss was, as far as is 
known, the first to cross pea varieties with the aim of selecting within the 
progeny new types,new varieties with a better value for the grower. That was 
some 150 years ago. At about the same time William Herbert tried to improve 
winterhardiness in some flower plants by way of crossing. He found that the 
F1 hybrid was intermediate between the parents in this respect. 

In France, the practical agronomist Sageret reported 
crosses he had made in the Cucurbi taceae. He is considered 
one who clearly recognized which characters come together 
recessive. 

in 1826 about 
to be the first 
as domil'l'ant and 

In Germany, in the period 1830 to 1835, the physician Carl Friedrich von 
Gartner carried out almost 10,000 separate crosses in 700 different species 
belonging to 80 different genera, mainly of flower plants, but also oats and, 
again, peas. There is no record of selection being made. 

The first wittingly performed cross-pollination in potatoes is attributed 
to the market gardener Wery of Liege, Belgium, in 1842. In the same period 
Goodrich in the USA was selecting potato seedlings for better properties. It 
is not known when he made his first cross, but he certainly was very success
ful. His variety Garnet Chili, obtained in 1853 from a selfed progeny of 
Rough Purple Chili, had many commercially successful varieties among its 
derivatives. Before the end of the 19th century, Paterson in England, Richter 
in Germany and Veenhuizen in the Netherlands were active as potato breeders. 
Another breeder who started off with potatoes was the well-known Luther 
Burbank in the USA. It must have been around 1880 that he selected a new 
potato. He sold it to an interested merchant for the lump sum of $ 125; the 
price included two generations of tubers and all proprietary rights. The 
variety became known as the Burbank potato, and eventually proved to be of 
very great value for the USA. It is possible that it is still grown, as 
indeed is Russet Burbank, a mutant with a rough skin. 

Burbank acquired more fame with his new varieties of plums, raspberries, 
blackberries and several other species. He carried out several thousands of 
crosses between varieties and between species and genera. Some yielded stable 
hybrids (allotetraploids probably); other crosses segregated into an enormous 
variation from which he was able to bring forward outstanding new varieties. 
He wittingly selected plums with a better tolerance to being transported. He 
also selected grasses for lawn purposes. 

Burbank furthermore collected and maintained accessions from various 
parts of the world; he even employed two plant-collectors. In 1904 he grew 
2500 different species, 500 of which had been imported from South America and 
Australia. After having successfully produced species-hybrids, he soon found 
that repeated backcrossing was necessary in order to arrive at a sufficient 
level of production and quality. He detected that some characters of the 
young plant were correlated with important properties of the mature plant and 
its fruits. By making use of such "guiding characters" he was able to work 
through over 300,000 plum seedlings in a period of only 20 years. 

Burbank also found one individual without spines among thousands of seed
lings of the Opuntia cactus. In his enthusiasm he believed that this cactus 
would become a crop for the desert, which would enable the earth to feed twice 
the population of his day. Well, the world's population has since more than 
aoubled, without his dream of cactus cultivation coming true. 

There can be no doubt that Burbank was a very talented breeder. Whether 
he was a good businessman is another point. As mentioned earlier, he sold his 
Burbank potato for only $ 125. Later, he invariably sold promising selections 
and the transactions always included all proprietary rights. He did not want 
to bother about maintenance breeding, but, as a breeder, Luther Burbank was 
far ahead of his time. 
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Since 1675 there have been issued, mainly by university prdfessors, 
several publications about sex in plants, that he~ped people to gradually 
understand how seed formation takes place. Reports on crossing experiments, 
carried out at universities were published from about 1750 onwards (e.g. 
Camerer, Linnaeus, Koelreuter, Wiegmann, Godron, Naudin, Spillman, to mention 
a few). There is, according to the literature I looked into, little indica
tion that practical plant breeders were influenced by these publications, 
until 1900. If this really is so, those breeders of the early days--including 
those who have not been mentioned--deserve our sincere respect even more. 

2. The period after 1900 

After the rediscovery of the laws of Mendel, the sciences of_genetics and 
plant breeding developed at an accelerating speed. The results of research 
became readily available to breeders. 

By the turn of the century, exploiting the artificial variability 
resulting from man-made crosses in self-pollinating and vegetatively propa
gated crops had started, but was not yet common practice. Within a few 
decades, however, the method of crossing varieties was generally accepted as 
yielding more and more valuable variability than occurred in local varieties. 
It was the general feeling that these were fully used up in respect of valu
able properties. Nowadays, however, we have come to realize that they might 
still have value for future plant breeding. It is, therefore, highly desir
able to store them in gene banks, before they all disappear. 

Grass breeders have continued until the present day to draw from natural 
sources, both in temperate and in tropical zones. Their big problems are 
where to collect, how to test large numbers of individual plants and estimate 
their tolerance to be trodden on and played upon, how many genotypes to com
bine in one variety and how to test for suitability in species and variety 
mixtures. Without having been able to answer all these difficult questions, 
they have certainly come forth with many . excellent varieties, beyond any 
doubt. Meanwhile, they too have started to make crosses between varieties, 
expecting to create progenies with a higher frequency of valuable individual 
genotypes than was present in the natural accessions. 

In cereals, the technique quickly evolved into crossing between more than 
two varieties in order to create a still wider gene pool. The repeated back
cross with one recurrent parent became popular for the introduction of a 
specific character into the recurrent variety. Some breeders realized that in 
doing so one could hardly expect transgression to occur, so they practised the 
use of various adapted varieties in the backcross program. The backcross 
method was and still is widely used in breeding for disease resistance. Here, 
difficulties were encountered because of the mutability of the pathogenic 
organisms. Notorious in this respect are the rust and mildew diseases of 
cereals and some vegetables and of (late) blight in potatoes. Combinations of 
different genes for resistance to different races have been achieved, but 
success proved to be temporary in a number of cases. Fortunately, however, 
sources of resistance are still not yet completely exhausted. 

Some breeders believe in multiline varieties which incorporate a number 
of resistance genes, the components being otherwise so alike that the mixture 
can be handled in farm practice as a single variety. Such a mixture is likely 
to put a brake on the development of the disease in the field. 

Other breeders, however, reason that, because this method calls for 
repeated backcrossing using one recurrent parent, yield potential will not 
increase. They think that the breeding of single-genotype varieties should 
continue, using different genes for resistance, and that new varieties, 
possess1ng different resistance genes as well as the highest available 
yielding potential, should be grown together as a mixture. Of course, agrono
mically speaking, the varieties in the mixture must be similar enough to be 
handled as a single-genotype variety. Maybe this is not easy to realize. 

Still other breeders think 1t better to concentrate on so-called field 
resistance, which type of resistance protects the plant from being attacked to 
a damaging level and which is completely or at least largely unaffected by 
pathogenic differentiation. These breeders believe in the possibility of 
combining top yield with field resistance. They point out that this combina
tion is by no means rare in the field of interaction between plant and 
pathogen. 
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Hybrid vigour was already observed to occur in F1 hybrids by Koelreuter 
and von Gartner about 150 years ago. Maybe Koelreuter overestimated heterosis 
when he wrote "to expect that hybrids of trees could produce the same quantity 
of wood in half the time of the parent species." The phenomenon has become 
wi~ely an? ~ery successfully explo~ted in b.reeding hybrid grain and silage 
ma1ze. var1et1es. The results of ma1ze breed1ng have been very striking, not 
only 1n respect of raising the yield level, but also in respect of adaptation 
to marginal growing conditions. 

More recently, hybrid vigour has been shown to be of great value in 
Brussels sprouts. Whereas in maize the separation of the sexes proved to be 
very useful in the technique of producing hybrids, in Brussels sprouts self
incompatibility is used to produce hybrid seed on the basis of inbred lines. 
The inbred lines can be maintained by selfing when the flower~ are pollinated 
in the bud stage. 

In onions, maize, lucerne, sugar beet, fodder beet, tomatoes and several 
other vegetables as well as in flower plants, good use has been and is being 
made of male sterility in the production of hybrid varieties, in beets in 
combination with polyploidy. The techniques are complicated, but,the results 
are worth it. 

In wheat, male sterility appeared in some species crosses. rt was shown 
to be possible to maintain sterility as well as to restore fertility l;>y means 
of specific genes. A complicated and sophisticated breeding system was 
designed, but great difficulties were encountered in transforming the self
pollinating and to some extent closed-flowering wheat plant into a 
pollen-shedding open-flowering version. In fact, the breeding of hybrid wheat 
varieties on a realistic commercial scale has not been success.ful so far. In 
recent years research has been carried out into the possible use of chemically 
induced male sterility. 

Cross pollination is not expected to be a problem in the production of 
hybrid varieties of rye, with which a few breeders are occupying themselves. 

The aim of plant breeding is to create better varieties, better for 
cultivation and better for use. With changes in farm and nursery management 
and crop husbandry, diminishing availability of manual labor, increasea 
mechanization and in recent years energy prices going up at an enormous speed, 
the wishes of the growers as to the properties of the cultivars have changed 
and developed continuously and will go on doing so in the future. It is the 
task of the breeders to satisfy these changing demands as quickly as pos
sible. It is an even bigger challenge to anticipate the changes t·o be 
expected and to have the answers ready when needed. Such activities, of 
course, are financially speaking very risky, because it is difficult to 
foresee what is coming. 

The economy of growing farm and nursery crops calls, as always, for a 
high yield. And since we have come to care about our brothers and sisters in 
developing countries, where the need to produce food is often not a matter of 
luxury but a sheer necessity to stay alive, the demand for more yield per 
hectare has grown in emphasis. This is, in the first place, of importance for 
crops that directly produce the staple human foods. It is also valid, in 
order to improve the diet in its quality, for crops that produce food for 
dairy and beef cattle, and for vegetables and fruits. 

With an increasing standard of living, consumption habits change. This 
calls for specialized varieties, optimally suitable for canning, deepfreezing, 
or being transported over long distances. There is also a demand for vari
eties adapted to different day and night rhythms, to a lower level of light 
intensity and, most recently, to yielding well with less artificial heating. 

I realise that this picture is far from complete, but it will suffice to 
demonstrate the ongoing requirements for new cultivars. In trying to meet 
these requirements with the largest possible chance of success, breeders have 
no option other than to select for these specific properties in their fields, 
greenhouses and laboratories. For this, they need specialized staff provided 
with specialized equipment. Because of the infrequent occurrence of the 
desired property, they will usually have to test a large number of selections, 
and therefore they must perform these tests as early as possible in the 
breeding cycle and on samples which are as small as possible. This requires 
specialized methods of assessment. 
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It will be evident that all this adds up to a substantial increase in the 
cost of breeding work. capital investment has gone up a great deal; conse
quently financial risks have also grown considerably. At the same time 
competition has increased. Growers have become more aware of the good sense 
of growing new and better varieties, which has shortened the commercial life
time of the individual variety. This has increased the financial vulnera
bility of breeders, in particular of those who specialize in one or in just a 
few crops. These developments tend to work in favor of the bigger breeding 
enterprises that deal with many crop species. 

Other possibilities to reduce the risks have also been seized, namely 
close cooperation, JOlnt ventures, amalgamat1on. But still, commercially 
successful varieties are necessary for survival. Some breeders and breeding 
firms, having failed to produce such var1et1es, have ceased to ex"ist; others 
have been taken over by bigger enterpr1ses. The high bank interest rates of 
recent years have made the existence of the smaller breeder and the family 
enterprise more difficult than it used to be. On the other hand, there remain 
breeders who are able to pay the high costs, to make the necessary investments 
in machinery, buildings and equipment, and who have the good fortune of 
producing commercially successful varieties. They benefit from plant variety 
protection, but at the same time it is ev1aent that they aepend for the 
continuation of their work on royalty income or on the built-in protection 
provided by the nature ot hybrid cultivars. 

Some 60 years ago the idea of plant breeders' rights was raised. The 
idea gradually attracted more attention trom the breeders, and resulted 
eventually in the foundation of ASSINSEL in 1938. ourin':J his Presidency of 
ASSINSEL, which lasted for about 30 years, Ernest Tourneur of France in 
particular was very active in promoting the idea of plant breeders' rights, or 
plant variety protection. 

When we look at the existing mandatory and recommending lists of vari
eties, it appears that private plant breeders have indeed been successful. 
Let me give a few examples ot numbers of varieties ot private and public 
origin for a number of crops and countries. 

Table 1: Number of listed varieties of private and public breeders respec-
tively (1981) 

England France Germany (Fed. Rep. of) Nether lands 

Winter wheat 7 9 73 8 46 2 13 2 
Spring Wheat 3 1 20 1 21 10 
Winter barley 5 2 23 4 28 2 3 2 
Spring barley 18 3 55 4 41 13 1 
Winter rye 4 6 1 8 2 5 
Spring oats 3 4 19 7 25 8 
Maize 10 l 20 0* 41 42 4 11 1 
Dry peas 15 3 4 10 
Fibre flax 12 l 6 
Grasses 59 23 158 98 391 7 133 12 
Potatoes 10 10 101 6 125 l 97 
Sugar beets 10 90 29 8 
Winter rapeseed 8 2 13 2 

* Including 53 of USA origin 

Table 2: Number of varieties of the major field-grown vegetables and straw
berries of private and public breeders respectively, listed in the 
Netherlands (1981) 

Gherkins 7 l Spinach 33 
cauliflower 18 Brussels sprouts 22 
French beans 26 Garden beans 19 
Peas 26 Strawberries 3 12 
Lettuce 10 

l 
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. Having looked at these figures it should be realized, of course, that the 
p1cture m1ght be different for the percentage of the crop area covered by each 
of the two groups of varieties. Relevant figures are not readily available, 
however. 

Table 3: Percentage of crop area covered by varieties of private and public 
breeders respectively (1981) 

England 

Winter wheat 40 60 
Spring wheat 82 18 
Winter barley 80 20 
Spring barley 90 10 
Winter rye 100 
Spring oats 82 18 
Maize 
Peas 
Flax 
Potatoes 
Sugar beets 
Winter rapeseed 

France 

97 3 
100 

81 19 
94 6 
92 8 
89 ll 

Germany (Fed. Rep. of) Netherlands 

95 5 
100 

94 6 
100 

99 l 
100 

95 5 
100 

88 12 
73 27 

100 
100 

99 l 
100 
100 
lOD 
100 
100 

Table 4: Percentage of spring and winter barley area covered by varieties of 
private and public breeders respectively 

Austria Belgium 

Winter barley 100 80 20 
Spring barley 100 100 

France Netherlands 

Winter barley 81 19 88 12 
Spring barley 94 6 73 27 

Denmark 

100 
98 2 

Spain 

100 
100 

England 

80 20 
90 10 

Sweden 

100 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 

94 6 
100 

Switzerland 

100 
not known 

The figures just presented are very incomplete. I would have liked to 
include the United States of America, Canada, Japan, Australia and New 
Zealand, but I have not been able to gather sutfic1ent data. I have reason'to 
suppose that the situation in the United States of America, tor example, 1s 
different from that in the European countr1es in respect of the small cereals, 
potatoes, grasses, and sugar beet, but that for maize and vegetables the situ
ation might not be so very different. 

Incomplete as the figures are, they nevertheless clearly demonstrate that 
where private plant breeders are active they have been able to furnish a wide 
range of varieties. Of course it must be borne in mind that the aims of 
public plant breeding vary from country to country. In Grt:at Britain, for 
instance, government institutes breed and market varieties, whereas in the 
Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and Denwark, the govern
ments restrict then1selves almost completely to research; they support the 
private sector with information and material, but do not enter into commercial 
competition. 'l'his clearly strengthens the position of the private breeders 
and greatly diminishes the number ot varieties of public origin on the 
market. In some other countries, for example in France, there exists the 
possibility of close cooperation, in some form or another, between private 
plant breeders and government institutes, and in other countries, for example 
the United States of America, publ1c institutes create new varieties but leave 
multiplication and marketing to the traae. 

The policy of international breeding centers like CIMMYT has been to make 
their varieties or mater1al freely accessible to the growers and to the trade 
without claiming any proprietary r1ghts. 

Both the nat1onal and internat1onal market pos1t1on ol: some lfH.lividual 
varieties is quite conspicuous. There have been such varict1es in the past 
and there are at preseJit, 1n part1cular ot potatoes, sugar beet, barley, 
wheat, winter rye, winter rapeseed, ma1ze, cabbage, roses, vegetable peas. 
The majority ot thuse var1et1es are ot pr1vate origin. 
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3. The future 

The scope of techniques and methods employed at present will not be 
exhausted in the near future. The necessity to increase the yield potential, 
to create new varieties adapted to new environments and to new husbandry, and 
capable of meeting new demands, will probably bring about a further shift to 
more complicated techniques and sophisticated equipment. Research will be 
more important than ever before. Many breeders will have to rely on scienti
fic research by government institutes; only the bigger breeding enterprises 
will be able to participate in this research. 

This situation presents itself already in the areas of somatic hybridiza
tion, gene transplantation, and selection at the s1ngle cell level, all of 
which are new techniques that seem to open up possibilities of creating new 
man-made hybrid crops, of supplying crop plants with properties froin unrelated 
species and of handling not thousands of individual plants, but hundreds of 
thousands of individual cells in selecting for certain properties. Some 
scientists are very optimistic and predict results of real novelty and great 
economic value; others are more cautious, even sceptical, and draw attention 
to the difficulties encountered in bringing triticale to a useful level~ They 
argue that hybrids between wheat and rye have long been known to occur as a 
result of spontaneous crosses, albeit that the hybrid was sterile. A lot of 
scientific research and practical selection work has been devoted to the 
improvement of triticale over a long period of time. Taking this as an 
example, the practical possibilities of transferring properties from one 
species or genus to another should not be overestimated. Difficulties will be 
manifold, disappointments probably numerous, and costs will certainly be 
high. Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to continue the investigations 
because the world's population is still growing, and still more food will be 
needed. Production per hectare will have to go up, and tor this to happen, a 
large number of cultivars will be necessary to give the (new) species a wide 
scale of adaptation in view of the extensive differences in growing condi
tions. It is at this point that breeders can step in and make additional 
variations on the new theme provided by basic research. Many breeders will 
have to participate in order to reach the best possible practical economic 
effect of that research. There will therefore be ample room for private plant 
breeders who, notwithstanding a still wider scientific background, will 
continue to need experience, intuition, dedication and enthusiasm for their 
work, which they love for its creative character. 

THE RICE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (IRRI) 

G. S. Khush* 

Summary 

The rice improvement program of IRRI is an interdisciplinary pro~ram 
involving scientists belonging to various disciplines such as plant breedtng, 
plant physiology, plant pathology, entomology, agronomy, cereal chemtstry and 
soil science. It has five major components as follows: 

1. Germ plasm collection, conservation and characterization 

we now have more than 60,000 cultivated varieties of rice besides several 
hundred accessions of Oryza glaberrima, the African cultivated rice, wild 
species of Oryza and genetic testers of Oryza sativa. Seeds ot these collec
tions are being conserved for medium-term and long-term storage. Cultivated 
varieties are being characterized for morpho-agronomic traits and for toler
ance to various biological and physico-chemical stresses. 

* Head of the Plant Breeding Department, IRRI 
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2. Development of improved germ plasm 

we make about 5,000 crosses every year, grow about 120,000 pedigree 
nursery rows and yield test about 600 entries in replicated yield trials. To 
date eleven improved varieties have been released by IRRI and twelve IR vari
eties by the Government of the Philippines. Other national rice improvement 
programs in Asia, Africa and Latin America have released 73 IRRI bred lines as 
varieties. Thus 96 varieties have been released from IRRI bred rna ter ials 
which are planted on over 30 million ha. of rice land. 

3, Disciplinary research 

Disciplinary research emphasizes the development of screening techniques 
and identification of donors for various biological and physico-chemical 
stresses. Research on breeding methods and on genetics of resistance, bio
chemical basis of resistance and variation in the disease organisms and insect 
pests is emphasized. 

4. Training of rice scientists 

A formal four-month training course in the techniques of rice improvement 
is conducted twice a year. Each session accommodates about 30 traine~s. To 
date 282 trainees from rice growing countries have participated in the formal 
training program. Up to 15 rice scientists work towards MSc or PhD .degree 
programs each year under a collaborative arrangement between IRRI and the 
University of the Philippines. · 

5. International collaboration 

More than 80,000 seed packets of improved varieties, breeding lines and 
entries from the germ plasm bank are sent to rice scientists of the world 
every year. Seeds are supplied either on the basis of requests from indivi
dual scientists or are sent as part of international nurseries. 
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The International Rice Research Institute is one of the thirteen centers 
supported by the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 
(CGIAR), one of the nine such centers working on crops and one of the two 
centers which are mono-commodity centers. The research program is organized 
into ten different areas and one of the biggest is the rice improvement 
program or the Genetic Evaluation and Utilization (GEU) Program, which· I am 
going to talk about this afternoon. 

Before I begin I would like to present two slides showing where rice is 
grown. Ninety-two percent of the world's rice is grown in Asia and only 8% 
elsewhere. India and China grow about 50% of the total rice produced in the 
world. The total area under rice In the world is about 150 million hectares. 
Total world proauction of rice is about 400 million tons. 'l'he yield is lowest 
in the less developed tropical regions, where most of the rice is grown, and 
the average yield there is 2 to 2.5 t.jhd. as compared with an average yield 
of 6 t ./ha. in developed parts of the world such as Japan, Europe, United 
States of America and Australia. Rice is grown under various ecological 
conditions ranging from upland hill slopes to deep water conditions where the 
water might be as much as 6 meters in depth, for which varieties of floating 
rice are required. Fifty percent of the rice is grown in situations where 
there is good water control, mainly as a result of irrigation. 

The GEU program, or the rice improvement program of IHRI, t1as five maJOr 
components: germ plasm collection and conservation, development of improved 
germ plasm, disciplinary research, training, and international collaboration. 

l. Germ plasm collect ion and con:c;er vu t ion 

The collection and conservation program involves tht: two cultivated 
species, namely Oryza sativa and 0. glaber rima, the wild species, genetic 
testers and mutants. We have 60,000 varieties of 0. sat1va in our collection, 
about 2,000 of 0. glaberrima, several acce:c;:;;luns of wild species, and about 
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500 genetic testers and mutants. 
species and cultivated varieties 
three different temperatures, 
storage. 
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More than 70,000 samples of the different 
of rice are stored in a germ plasm bank at 
for short-term, medium-term and long-term 

2. Development of improved germ plasm 

The germ plasm improvement program is the largest component of the rice 
improvement program. Improvement is sought in the following problem areas; 
agronomic character is tics, grain quality, disease resistance, insect resis
tance, adverse soil tolerance, drought tolerance, and deep water and flood 
tolerance. 

Agronomic characteristics 

Most of the varieties which were grown in the tropical and sub-tropical 
areas of Asia were tall, with drooping leaves. The application of nitrogen 
causes this type of plant to lodge and the yield, instead of going up, actu
ally goes down. The development of an improved plant type led to the creation 
of IRS, the first improved variety. Among the major characteristics by which 
it differs from the tall var 1eties there is short stature, of course, and 
erect leaves, high tillering ability and stem sturdiness. These ar~ the major 
differences between the two types that influence their ability to respond to 
n1trogen. Without the appl1cation of nitrogen the yields of the improved 
types and the traditional types are similar. We are now trying to identify 
genotypes which will give higher yields without the application of nitrogen. 
We already have some, such as IR42, which will be higher yielding than the 
other improved varieties or the traaitional types. We are finding more geno
types which have this charactenstic. Maturity is another characteristic that 
we are trying to alter. Most ot the traditional varieties grown in the 
tropics needed 160 to 170 days to reach maturity. With the development of IRS 
and other companion varieties the growth duration was reduced to 130 or 140 
days, and now we have widely-grown varieties, such as IR36, that mature in 110 
days. We also have improved linel:l that mature in 90 to 95 days. '!'his 
improvement has made it possible to <:Jrow two crops under ra1nfed conditions 
where only one was grown before. It is now very common tor three crops to be 
grown annually in irrigated areas in the tropics, and the possibility exists 
to produce four crops a year. 

Grain quality 

Since rice is consumed as a whole grain the quality, the appearance, size 
and shape of the grain are very important. consumers are used to certain 
kinds of rice, preferring, tor example, long, short or round grains. 
Chalkiness is an undesirable characteristic; what is needed is a translucent 
grain. There are also differ~;:;nces in cooking characteristics. 'I'hese are 
determined primarily by the proportion of the two types of starches present in 
rice. 

Disease and insect resistance 

The major emphasis in our program is on stabilizing the yield potential. 
we feel that the yield potential of our improved varieties is more than two or 
three times the average yields obtalned on farmers' fields in Asia. We can 
get 8 to 10 t.jha. under maximum management but on the farmers' fields in Asia 
the yield is still only 2 to 2.5 t.jha. We feel, therefore, that instead of 
putting emphasis on increasing the yield potential further we should stabilize 
this yield and try to raise the productiv1ty on the farmers' fields. One way 
to do this, of course, is to incor~urate resistance to diseases and insects. 
In the case of tungro virus, a very destructive disease, outbreaks of which 
occur in several countries, we have incorporat.·d good levels ot resistance 
into the new var1eties. 'l'ungro virus is transmitted by an lnsect, the green 
leafhopper. Resistance to the vector provides a double protection against the 
virus because it the vector pof.>ulation is low the chances of the virus 
spreading are limited. Another insect, tho2 brown planthor.-rJer, transmits a 
disease called grassy stunt ana hcts becon1e a maJor pesL ut r1ce. There have 
been outbreaks ot this pest in n1any Llitterent countries sinco2 1970. Several 
thousand insects can be fauna on une tJlant becciUSe they mullii-J~Y so rapidly 
under tropical conditions, ana when the population is hiuh entire CLvJ?S, 

extending over many thousands ot hectares, are dctmaged or destroyed. ~e have 
not found any resistance to grassy stunt in the cultivated varieties but 
fortunately we were able to locat~ a source of resistance 1n tJtL~~ nivara, one 
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of the wild species. It has one major gene which we have transferred by four 
backcrosses into the cultivatea varieties. Another disease, kn·own as bac
terial leaf blight, is one of the major bacterial diseases of rice. Yield 
losses can be up to 40 or 50%. We have incorporated high levels of resistance 
and most of the germ plasm which is now released and grown in many countries 
is resistant. Another major disease of rice is blast. We have also incorpo
rated very high levels of resistance to this fungal disease. In earlier years 
we used to plant our pedigree nurseries under very protective conditions with 
complete insecticide protection but since we introduced the genes for resis
tance to various diseases and insects we have been able to grow the popula
tions without such protection. We now try to encourage the spread of diseases 
in our nurseries by planting susceptible rows on the outside as well as in the 
middle so that the test rows are exposed to full pressure. If there is not 
enough natural inoculum we try to ensure that the various lines are artifici
ally inoculated with bacterial leaf blight and we endeavor to grow all the 
nurseries starting from the F1 up to the observational trials under un
protected conditions. So far, we have managed to incorporate .resistance to 
four diseases and four insects into the newer varieties. IR26 or IR28 or IR36 
are resistant to blast, bacterial leaf blight, tungro virus, grassy stunt, 
green leafhopper, brown planthopper, stem borer and gall midge. The earlier 
varieties, such as IRS, were only moaerately resistant to green leafhopper and 
were susceptible to most of the other diseases and insects. 

Adverse soil tolerance 

In addit1on to d1sease and insect res1stance we are try1ng to incorporate 
tolerance or resistance to various stresses, for example to salinity which is 
very common in maJor rice growing areas. We have been able to incorporate a 
very good level of tolerance to salinity, thus making it possible to grow rice 
in many areas where before it was not feasible to do so. 

Drought tolerance 

Fifty percent of the world's rice is grown under rainfed conditions and 
very severe damage occurs in many areas because of drought. In parts of India 
where there is a very short growing (rainy) period of about 90 days the crop 
has traditionally suffered from drought stress. A further 15% of the rice 
area is situated in upland regions where drought is also a very common prob
lem. Very good levels of drought tolerance have been introduced into lowland 
types and we are trying to develop improved varieties suitable for upland 
areas. 

Deep water and flood tolerance 

Conversely, we have problems with too much water. Flash floods coming 
from the mountains can submerge a crop tor days and totally destroy it. Or we 
get standing water several feet in depth where only floating types of rice can 
be grown. We have already introduced our first improved variety for such deep 
water conditions and we have a maJor program to improve excess water tolerance. 

3. Disciplinary research 

Disciplinary research complements the improved germ plasm development 
effort. We are continually develop1ng and improving screeniny techniques for 
disease and insect res1stance or for tolerance to physical stresses, to enable 
us to identify the donor parents. 'l'here is a lot of variation in disease and 
insect pests, for example in blast and brown planthopper, and we try to dis
cover the variation patterns in different countries so that we can tind which 
varieties or which genes will be ettective against the local races and bio
types. There are also studies on the mechanism of resistance or tolerance, 
whether it is biochemical or worpholog1cal. We also study the genetics of 
resistance because with this lntorntation we can dett.~rm.ine wh1ch breeding 
methodology or Lree01ng l-'rocedure to iHJOpt. Furthetmore, we do reseurch on 
breeding methouology such as tissue culture or other techniques that might be 
util1zea 1n crop uuproveHtenl. We ure try1ng, f.or t:Xiili'L'le, to u:oe t1:osue cul
ture for selecting tor increased sal1nity tolerance by exl-'os1ng large cell 
populat1ons in a culture mediuuJ conta1niny salt or by u:o1n•J <JJtlla:r culturt; 
where we can produce large numLJ"'r!:i ot hui->lOHJ iJl<Jnts wlltch, IJy uoubl1ng, cctn 
produce the homozyguus l1nes 1n ont: step. Thctl, ot course, reauces tht: tune 
from making a cross to getting a homozygous l1ne trom alutost thrt:e years to 
less than one year. However, there are st1ll a lot ot proLle111S. Sante vari
eties are easy to process througll tl11:o me: thou ana others dre not. Another 
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area being investigated is hybrid rice. We have very good evidence that we 
can get a yield advantage of 20 to 30% with the F1 hybrids. We have evalu
ated many hybrid combinations and one of them gave a yield of 10.4 t.jha., 
thus providing a yield advantage of more than 30% over the conventionally 
grown varieties. We have obtained some materials utilized in China for pro
ducing hybrid rice. we are also testing the feasibility of large scale F1 
seed production in the tropics and it should be possible to produce hybrid 
rice in the next two to three years. 

4. Training 

Training is the fourth component of our program. We have various kinds 
of training programs. We have degree training programs where rice breeders 
come from the developing countries to study for MSc or PhD degrees. They do 
the thesis research at our Institute and the course work at the nearby 
University of the Philippines which awards the degree. We have. at present 17 
students who are doing either Masters or PhDs in our program. Then we have a 
formal GEU training course which is run for four to four and a half months, 
twice a year. We take young breeders, about 30 or 3 5 in number, and offer 
them formal training during which they attend lectures and carry out field 
work. we also have specialized training which is a non-degree, non-formal 
training in such topics as seed production or grain quality analysis. We also 
have four or five postdoctorate researchers working on specialized areas such 
as tissue culture or areas where we might need assistance. We have trained 
282 young breeders during the last six years of our program. Many of them 
come, of course, from the maJor rice growing countries, such as Bangladesh, 
China, Indonesia and India, and tram Pakistan and Sri Lanka. We also get 
visiting scientists trom the rice growing areas who come for one or two years, 
so we have a very large training program to build up the expertise needed for 
rice improvement. 

5. International collaboration 

International collaboration is, ot course, an essential component ot our 
program. All the research findings, all the germ plasm which is developed, 
must be shared with our collaborators in the national programs. Like CIMMYT, 
the work of which has been very eftectively described by my colleagues from 
Mexico, IRRI has a very large international testing program which involves the 
exchange of early generation materials right from the F1s and F2s and 
segregating early generation lines. We are frequently asked by breeders in 
developing countries to make crosses. We send thent the F1 s or grow the 
F1 s and send them the F2 populations. As far as fixed lines are concerned 
the international nurseries are also helpful in exchanging materials. we.also 
exchange materials under collaborative research projects aimed at determining 
the biotypes and races of insect and dist!ase organisms. 'l'bese then are a 
number of ways in which improved germ plasm is exchanged. Each year we dis-
tribute some 80 to 90 thousand germ plasm samples, including materials from 
our germ plasm bank, improved breeding lines and segregating materials. 
Through the international nurseries we facilitate the exchange ot materials 
from one national program to another; for example, a good line developed in 
India can be put in the international nursery for aistribution to other coun
tries and in this way Indonesian breeders may have the opportunity to obtain 
lines from India and v1ce versa. We also have yield nurseries which include 
30 to 35 of the very best entries, grown in replicated yield trials, and 
observation nurser1es which are grown in unreplicated trials. we have disease 
and insect nurseries containing 300 to 400 entries and these are grown under 
disease and insect pressures to identity donor parents and to uetermine varia
tion in disease and insect organisms. We have environmental stress nurseries, 
such as salt or alkalinity tolerance nurseries, and the results of these are 
summarized. 'l'hese international nurserit:s are grown on d world-wide scale. 
Since China rt:cently entert!d our .internat1onal tt:stHt'.:J I.Jr ogrant all these 
nurseries are now also '::Jrown in China. Tht: re!Jorts ot tlt~se nurseries are 
publishea ana shared with our collaborators in all the rice ':)rowing countries. 
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REPORT OF DISCUSSIONS 

prepared by the Office of the union 
and approved by the speakers 

1. The lectures were followed by a wide-ranging discussion which was 
presided over by Dr. w. Gfeller, President of the council of UPOV. 
Dr. Gfeller was assisted by a panel comprising the five speakers (Mr. J. Huet, 
Dr. R.L. Paliwal, Dr. A.R. Klatt, Dr. c. Mastenbroek and Dr. G.S. Khush), 
Dr. J.P. Sr 1vastava (Leader of the Cereal Improvement Program, Internat1onal 
Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas--ICARDA), and Dr. H. Mast, 
Vice Secretary-General of UPOV. 

2. The President said that he was sure that he could speak for all the dele
gates in thanking the lecturers for their interesting and tho'ught-provoking 
papers. He then invited questions to the panel. 
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3. Mr. Jenkins (Scientific Adviser for Plant Breeding and Genetics, Agricul
tural Research Council, United Kingdom) said that he was intrigued to hear 
that Dr. Khush had a program for working on hybrid rice. It had been stated 
during the lecture on CIMMYT that the policy of CIMMYT in regard to' its maize 
program was to release not hybrid varieties but open-pollinated populations. 
Why then should it be thought necessary in a normally self-pollinating crop 
like rice to work on hybrid varieties? Mr. Jenkins would have thought it to 
be against the general philosophy of the international centers to d·evelop 
varieties needing a certain degree of sophistication in their production. 

4. Dr. Khush said that he had failed to mention one thing, namely that IRRI 
no longer released varieties. It had done so until 1975 but had then changed 
its policy in that respect. Now, only improved germ plasm was supplied to 
cooperators through means such as the international nurseries. If a suitable 
line was found by researchers working, for example, under a nationa~ program, 
then it could be released under a name chosen by them. Only 23 'IR' varieties 
had been released but more than 100 IRRI-bred lines had been released in 
various countries via the national programs and under 'national' names. Dr. 
Khush went on to say that with regard to hybrid rice, IRRI was just trying to 
develop the component lines (maintainers, restorers and male-sterile lines). 
These could be made available to national programs and IRRI felt that in those 
areas where the management was good, where the level of technology was high, 
where yields were already very high (5 to 6 t.jha.), that was one way of 
increasing the yield potential by a further 20 to 25%. IRRI would not itself 
release any hybrid varieties. 

5. Mr. Kelly (United Kingdom) remarked that what had just been said seemed 
to indicate a slight difference in approach depending on the target at which 
plant breeding work was aimed. He said that if he had understood Dr. Khush 
correctly, IRRI was aiming its most stable varieties at those areas where 
there was highly developed technology, enabling that sort ot variety to be 
handled. In listening to Drs. Paliwal and Klatt, he had gained the impression 
that CIMMYT was seeking to make available to developing countries less stable 
material, which could be adapted easily to a less sophistit:ated method of 
farming. Mr. Kelly wondered whether Drs. Paliwal and Klatt would care to 
comment. 

6. Dr. Khush said that he hoped that he had not given the impression that 
IRRI was releasing only stable varieties. As he had mentioned, germ plasm was 
being provided from very early generations (from F'2 to F4 ). Lines were 
sent to the national programs in which selections could then be made from 
them. IRRI did not really differentiate on the basis of the degree ot tech
nological development. Most ot the rice-growing areas were collaGoraiing with 
IRRI and lines, which were sent out at different stages ot unit:ormity and 
stability, were available to whoever wanted them. 'l'here was not really much 
differenc~::: between the CIMMYT and IRRI approaches on that score. 

7. Dr. Klatt said that CIMMY1' also directed its attention to all types of 
national programs, som~:: o!. wluc!J were well ciuvunc~::d, while oLhers were )Usl 
beginning. Material had to suil the needs ot indiviuuul ~.:uuntri..,s. Wurk was 
directed more towards factors such as agronomic type and disease resistance. 
National research programs that were quite well advanct:d would use to a 
greater extent the materials that were still segregating; less-developed 
programs would make greater use o!. ClMMY'l' screening JJurseril!s and yield-trial 
material. 
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8. Dr. Paliwal noted that both Dr. Khush and Dr. Klatt had explained that 
there was really nothing more than perhaps a slight difference in emphasis. 
unfortunately, maize was grown in the tropical world largely as a subsistence 
crop. It was grown as a rain-fed crop, under hot and humia conaitions, where 
nothing was really under the farmer's control. As Dr. Klatt had mentioned, 
CIMMYT concentrated largely on increasing yield stability. There was a big 
difference between the yield levels obtained at the experimental stations and 
those achieved in the fields where maize production took place. CIMMYT also 
realized that maize production had to increase not only in the developing 
countries and under poor tarming conditions but also in more fortunate areas 
where yields were already high. Whatever assistance CIMMYT could possibly 
previae should be quite useful. He said that he had not had time in his 
lecture to go into all the details, but CIMMYT was developing broad-based 
temperate gene pools where it was thought that even those areas where temper
ate maize was grown (and where a comparatively narrow genetic base was pres
ently being used) could be helped. That development work would serve not only 
the temperate areas of the world but would help to provide a mechanism for 
transferring the "superior-yield" genes from the temperate gerll) plasm to the 
tropical germ plasm. He did not wish to expand on what his colleagues had 
said regarding hybrids, but just wanted to say that CIMMYT was not against 
hybrids. CIMMYT materials and those of national programs were being used for 
the development of hybrids by very strong programs, where the infrastructure, 
capabilities and seed production facilities existed. 

9. Mr. Murphy (United Kingdom) said that he was very interested in 
Mr. Huet's remarks about the role of the State plant bre-eders in France. He 
understood Mr. Huet to have said that the role of the public-sector breeders 
in that country was one of assisting the private-sector breeders in so far as 
that was poss1ble, rather than one of competing with the private sector, and 
that the State only became 1nvolved 1n breeding commercial varieties where the 
private sector aid not have sufficient expertise. He asked whether Mr. Huet 
could perhaps say whether there had been a change in policy in Franct:: in 
recent years. Everybody was aware, of course, of the very well-known INRA 
varieties which had been in commerce for some time. He wondered whether the 
policy as described by Mr. Huet was evidence ot a fairly fundamental change of 
attitude in France with regard to the roles of the public-sector and private
sector plant breeders. 

10. Mr. Huet thought that INRA, as a public institute, haa to be able to 
adapt itself in l1ne with the development of the private sector. Shortly 
after the Secona World War, for example, it was INRA that had taken the 
initiative in creating the first varieties of early maize, which were intended 
to enable maize to be grown in northern France. That had provea very success
ful. Now, however, there were some private breeding firms which were quali
fied to carry out original and effective plant breeding work for the improve
ment of maize. In view of that development, it was no longer necessary for 
INRA to give prior 1 ty to the selection of hybrids. It had to go back to' the 
earlier stages of research, first creating good lines and putting them at the 
disposal of private firms, which could then select combination formulas to 
produce high-performance hybrids. And perhaps it could then go still further 
back and work on the base populations, for example by in traducing tropical 
maize genes into temperate populations, or by using tissue culture to estab
lish maize lines more rapidly trorn anther cultures, etc. He did not therefore 
wish to give the impression that there had been an extreme change of policy in 
France~ it was no more than progress1ve adaptation to the development of the 
private sector ana to its potential for effective variety creation work. 

ll. Mr. Fikkert (Netherlands) said that he had two questions but was not sure 
to whom he should direct them. It was possible that they related to all the 
lecturers. First, he wondered whether a pr1vate breeder, whu was supposed to 
develop material from the public breeder into commercially suitable varieties, 
should be able to obtain exclusive rights in those varieties. Secondly, if he 
were able to obtain exclusive rights, wos there a risk that such a practice 
might frustrate public breeders? 

12. Mr. Huet said he had not tully understood the sense ot Mr. Fikkert's 
question. He wished to know wr1ether it concerned semi-finished material 
1ntended for breeding work, or con1mercial var1eties, created by a public 
service, the rnultiplicat1on ot which was entrusted to a private firm. 
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13. Mr. Fikkert replied that he had meant the first case, where the material 
released by the public breeder had still to be refinea and finalized into 
commercially su1table varieties. The second question was whether, if a 
private breeder were able to obtain exclusive rights 1n those varieties, which 
he was making from the material released by the public breeder, there was a 
risk that that might frustrate the work of the public breeder. 

14. Mr. Huet said that if frustration meant the researcher's impression that 
he had been denied the satisfaction of having put a finished variety on the 
market, there were indeed and always would be researchers who felt that frus
tration. However, as a public service, INRA was not concerned with its re
searchers' feelings, but rather with serving the national community. And the 
problem was not even one of serving the seed industry through one firm or a 
small number of firms, but rather one of serving farmers, processors and con
sumers as a whole. There was therefore some frustration in the inability to 
carry research work through to the actual creation of a variety, but that was 
more a problem of policy, and also one of discipline; a research team could 
sometimes serve the public interest better by doing the initial· research work 
that private firms could not do, than by going on to the point of creating a 
commercial variety. INRA's right to create varieties, a right to which it was 
very attached, must, however, be recognized. 

15. Dr. Mastenbroek said that 1t was set out in the UPOV convention and in 
national legislation that all varieties were freely available tor breeders tor 
further development, for the development of new varieties, which new varieties 
were el1gible for plant variety protecti~ So when a private breeder 
received a half-product from a public in.stitute, on which he had to do on 
average much more development work than 1f he had used finished varietie~ with 
value for cultivation and use from his colleagues (competitors), 
Dr. Mastenbroek saw no reason why the private breeder should not get plant 
variety protection for a variety based on that half-product. He added that as 
far as the question regarding frustrat1on was concerned everything depended on 
personal attitudes. There were scientists who were much more interested in 
making species crosses, in making crosses with varieties from distant parts of 
the world and in developing half-products that could be used by the private 
breeders. They would not be frustrated. He knew, on the other hand, of some 
cases where public-institute scientists would have liked to have the possibil
ity of fin1shing that material and producing commercial varieties. He 
repeated that it all depended on personal attitudes. 

16. Dr. Klatt thought that what was being discussed was exactly the objec
tives in the internatiollal centers. He said that when CIMMYT distributed F2 
material they were essentially saying to public and private breeders around 
the world~ "here is the start of something, take it and do with it as you 
please." But most of the mater1al coming out of international centers that 
was utilized was actually advanced material, material that was essentially a 
variety without a name. All that was needed was to find the location to which 
it would be best suited. The s1tuation was indeed somet1mes frustrating 
because it was not possible to point and say "that's our variety." CIMMYT 
knew that some of the varieties marketed around the world came from material 
developed by CIMMYT but still CIMMYT breeders could not call the varieties 
their own. The international centers realized, however, that it was their 
responsibility to agriculture around the world to do that sor L ot thing. He 
thought it must be more difficult 1n national public institutions. 

17. Mr. Simon (France) said he would like to enlarge on the same point, 
because the talk was about sem1-t1n1shed products but one could equally 
imagine a product that was not exactly tin1shed, because 1t was not suffi
ciently homog.;,neous, but in tact wus 1lnishec1 trow a sclentlllc po.int ot Vlew. 

Mr. Simon wished to have the views ot the breeders and 1nternat1oncil centers 
on that. Public research aimed to put at the disposal of the general public 
parental lines that were not strictly homogeneous, but whicll trom the scienti
fic point of view were practically finished v.::.r1eties. 'l'hat material was dis
tributed to breeders who might derive sister-lines trom it that were very 
similar in characteristics; it protect1on was then sought tor tho.se l1nes, it 
caused problems of distinctness and novelty. Where did novelty begin and end? 
Mr. Simon wished to know what Institutes and un1vers1tH:S thought of the 
problem. 
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18. Dr. Mastenbroek said that he understood that Mr. Simon's question con
cerned two Sister-lines developed from a population or a part of a population 
with one and the same derivation, sister-lines very close to each other. He 
would answer that when the difference was small but still sufficient to enable 
the two to be distinguished according to the DUS tests, then both would get 
plant breeders' rights. It the difference was too small to enable them to be 
distinguished then the first one would get protection and the second would 
not. That, of course, might be frustrating for the breeder of the second 
'variety' but it was all in the game. Such situations had occurred many 
times. They were a consequence of the protection that the breeders had asked 
to have, and one of the conditions that they understood had to be met by a 
variety before protection coula be granted was that it could be distinguished. 
Since they had asked for protection they had to accept that two varieties had 
to be sufficiently distinguishable ana that, if they were not, then the second 
would not get protection. 

19. Mr. Simon saia he understood that basically protection could be given to 
the first sister-line presented, but he wondered what should be made of that 
line when it was compared with the original material. While the original 
material was not homogeneous in terms of the UPOV convention, it nevertheless, 
in general, was already fairly identifiable. Mr. Simon wished to know whether 
the first line presented could be protected in relation to the original 
rna ter ial. 

20. Dr. Mastenbroek said that he was of the same opinion, because rna ter ial 
that was not homogeneous was not eligible for plant variety protection. 

21. Dr. Srivastava said that, taking the question from a slightly different 
angle and looking at the advantages andjor disadvantages and some of the 
inherent problems, it appeared that a number of speakers had indicated that 
the public-sector institutions should come up with semi-finished products and 
that the private plant breeders or companies should take those to the finished 
products which they exploited commercially. He asked what the interests of 
the private plant-breeding companies were. The first one would certainly be 
that they got enough money (royalties). The more varieties released the 
better it was for the plant breeder. He wondered how it could best be ensured 
that the varieties to which protection was granted were truly In the interests 
of the farmer and of increased productivity for the nation--and not necessar
ily just for making money (for the breeders). If State institutions were 
prevented from coming up with finished products and from providing competi
tion, thus helping to ensure that only the best material was released, was 
there any inherent dan~er that some of the many varieties released might not 
have that high a standard? Such a danger might be greater in some of the 
countries lackin~ strict laws and regulations to control varieties. If com
panies started selling seeds In those countries, that might adversely affect 
national research efforts. Also some varieties might be grown in a country 
even though they were not necessarily the best varieties tor that country.· He 
wondered how one could guard against those problems and dan~ers. 

22. Mr. Heuver (Netherlands) said that he had been concerned recently in the 
preparation of an advisory paper on those matters for the Technical Advisory 
Committee of the consultative Group on International Agricultural Research. 
Where plant variety protection currently existed there was generally also a 
system of good competition between private breeders ana in the end the best 
variety won. He thought, theretore, that 1n general there was no problem. In 
situations where there were no facilities tor conducting a ~ood test of agri
cultural value it was possible tor the inaustry, whethE:r ~uvernment or pri
vate, to push a variety. In Ills opinion, therefote, a country stwulu tirst 
have a good seed production system, competition and a gooa extension service 
to test and give advice on new vor1et1es so that the turlllt.:t could <Jt lt::ast 
make a choice from the available varleties. In such countries ll could be ot 
value to stimulate private J?lant breeding by provH.Iing tor t-Jlant breeaers' 
rights so that part of the revenues from seed sold were n1aLie available for 
further plant breeding activities, as alreaay happened in many countries. He 
added that it might be an opportune time to raise another question. Mr. Huet 
had said in his lecture that the distribution ot breedinlJ material from a 
government institute in France, namely tram INl<A, was restrlcted during a 
certain number of years before be1ng given to private industry, perhaps not to 
foreign breeders initially, to give the !;reeders' oryan!ZcJtluns in France a 
possibility of keeping somewhat at:ead ot others. hHtlclpi:tnts had also heard 
the paper of Dr. Paliw.:Jl and !Jr. Klcttt, who llad stated that CH1~1Y'l' Liistributed 
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material as soon as possible all over the world to all who wished to have it. 
Bearing in mind Mr. IiUet's remark that "one must give in order to receive," 
did the internat1onal centers ~xperience any diff1culties in obtaining breed
ing material at a reasonably early stage, either from private breeders or from 
government institutes in countr1es where there was a system of plant breeders' 
rights or where a competitive s1tuation existed? 

23. Dr. Mast remarked that in recent times he had frequently been confronted 
in various parts of the world by the assertion that pr1vate firms appropriated 
and, with the help of plant breeders' rights, monopolized breeding material 
from international breeding centers. An examination of the individual cases 
showed that most of the incidents involved had in tact occurred in countries 
where there was no plant variety protection at all. The problem, if any, had 
little to do with plant variety protection, and in fact little could happen in 
a country that had plant breeders' rights legislation. In his view, in such a 
country, there were two guarantees that prevented anyone from appropriating 
breeding mater1al; for example, it an international breeding center released 
a finished variety which was ready tor the user, that variety would be a 
matter of common knowledge in such a country. Of course it would be a matter 
for national Jurisdiction or legislation to determine what constituted "common 
knowledge," but as a rule the variety would be considered commonly known when 
released, and protection was only granted for new varieties which could be 
distinguished from commonly known varieties by at least one important charac
teristic. It was for that reason that a private firm trying to ap~opriate a 
finished variety would have no success with the authorities. There was also 
another factor which ought to prevent such a firm from succeeding, namely that 
the firm was not the breeder, and in most of the national laws that conformed 
to the UPOV Convention, if not in all of them, only the breeder or his succes
sor in title could obtain protection. On the other hand the participants had 
heard from the lecturers that there were cases where international breeding 
centers released material that was not finished and still needed improvement, 
in other words varieties for which private parties, private breeders or 
national public breeders would have to continue the breeding process. In such 
cases it would of course be possible tor whoever developed that half-finished 
variety in to a true variety to be gran ted protect ion, once the variety in 
question had become sufficiently aistinct from the commonly known material 
released by the international breeding centers. In that case the private firm 
would be considered the breeder and could not be denied protection. 

24. Dr. Klatt said that there were many differences in the definition of 
"uniform1ty" between developing countries (and even in Mexico), and Euro~e. 
What CIMMYT would release as a variety in Mexico, or in Algeria or in Ind1a, 
probably would not meet European standards. He referred back to the discus
sion surrounding the question about sister-lines posed by Mr. Simon, and asked 
whether private companies could release 'near-varieties.' For instance, most 
of the lines distributed by CIMMYT in the screening and yield nurseries w?uld 
be sufficiently uniform to be released 1n most developing countr1es. They 
would not be uniform enough, however, to be released 1n Europe. He asked 
whether, if a private company purified such a 'variety,' the 'purified 
variety' could be protected. 

25. Mr. Simon said that he was able to answer for France. Great care was 
taken with that kind of problem when h1s office received a sample of material 
developed from a well known nearly-finished variety. His experts were careful 
to establish who was the true breeder. So far, each time such material had 
been presented, the outcome bad !Jeen the same, namely withdrawal of the appli
cation. That was very important since it followed that waterial trorn insti
tutes, such as CIMMYT, even it lt did not correspond to the gen~rally accepted 
conception ot l1umugeneity and t;Ll <-JUal!ty tor a breeder't; certit1cate, was 
includea, at least whenever poss1Lle, 1n the ran<;,Je oi var1eties serving as a 
comparative basis tor determining the novelty of varieties tor which applica
tions were filed. In other words, the CI!'li'-IY'I' material, if known, listed and 
described, was to sorr1e extent "protected" against be1ng a}?propriated, in the 
same way as all var1et1e<.; llJol WeLe l:'Ul,lic J:;rou~rty. 'J'I•ul was a tundamental 
point in order not to encourage that k1nd of "liftin<:J" ot variet1es throuyh 
the granting of certificates. 

26. Mr. Murphy saia that the situation 1n lhe United Kin<:Jdulu was very simi
lar. If anyone took such material and a}?plieu 1n the united K1ngaom ior plant 
breeders' rights he would have Lu state on his appllcation torm the name of 
the breeder ot L!Je var 1ety 1n quest1on. It the aJ:;pllcan t hod si111ply 'pur i
fied' the mater1al he would not Le r1ght to cla1m that that constituted the 
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breeding of the variety. If he made a false statement on his application 
form, claiming that he had bred the variety, he would be subject, if found 
out, to proceedings in respect of that criminal offense. Furthermore, it a 
title of protection had already been granted it would ue taken away because of 
the false statement. He added that he would have thought that only a rather 
foolish company would go to such lengths, since there had to be a tair likeli
hood that it would, in the end, be found out, and that would damage its 
commercial reputation very severely. 

27. Dr. Klatt remarked that it did, however, happen. He said he would not 
name the company but he could give an example. CIMMYT had recently received a 
request tor the complete pedigree of a dururn line sent out in a screening 
nursery. The complete pedigree had been sent. About a month later the same 
company had written again, asking tor a complete description because they 
wanted to apply for a title of protection. 

28. Mr. Heuver said that there was a difference between applying for and 
getting protection. What had been said by representatives of \he plant vari
ety protection offices of France, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands was 
that although such applications might occur, and even be initially successful, 
they would not succeed a second time. A look at any errors which had been 
made in the past would show that such problems were the exception and not the 
general rule. 

29. Dr. Klatt said that he would agree with that. 

30. Mr. Fikkert said he would like to add to the discussion. The risk of 
errors being made by the plant variety protection authorities could be dimin
ished if the public breeding im;titutes, whether national or international, 
were able to give sufficient publicity to the lines they released. As his 
country saw it, those lines were 'nearly-tinlshed varieties.' More publicity 
could help in considering whether an applicant was the real breeder or not. 
By publicity he did not mean that public institutes had to send samples of all 
their nearly-finished varieties, ot which there were some thousands each year, 
to the granting authorities of each member State of UPOV. Some other form of 
publicity would sutfice. 

31. Mr. Simon said that he had been about to put forward the same idea as 
Mr. Fikkert. Sufficient information was required about material from CIMMYT 
and other international bodies in order that work of the Offices might be 
carried out effectively. 

32. Dr. Klatt said that CIMMY'l' would very much like to do what had been 
suggested by Mr. Fikkert, but it needed an avenue through which to publicize 
the material released. Some 2,000 fixed lines were distributed annually and 
CIMMYT had no possiblity of describing them all each year. CIMMYT had re~ent
ly considered an idea, corning, he thought, from the Netherlands, that the best 
way to proceed might be for CIMMYT to send a complete set ot those fixed lines 
to one of the member States of UPOV :oo that a check could lJt::: n1otde ayainst that 
base material whenever CIMMYT suspected that a newly released variety, similar 
to one of its lines, had been derived from that base material. He said that 
he would like to explore that idea with the members of UPOV to see if a 
working arrangement was possible. 

33. Mr. Heuver said that the idea outlined by Dr. Klatt !Jc.d been discussed 
but it needed further considerat1on. It would be impossible for UPOV member 
States to take all those v.:n1eties or nearly-finished v,uielle;; into their 
reference collections, but if they were somewhere in store, then it someone 
claimed that a variety in respect ot which protection had been yranted was in 
fact a CIMMYT variety, a check could be made and, in the event that the claim 
was justified, the right would ue annullea. He felt that if such a system 
were worked out, it there were a nt:ed tor it, then no plant trt:eder would 
operate in that way and r1sk haviny a right annulled. P.l .... nt breeders were 
generally not looking for protect1on tor material that they had not worked on. 
Perhaps there would be an occasion<:>l mistakt:, perhavs one tir111 was trying to 
do that, but he thou<jht that tht.:y woulu only succt.:ed once. lit.:: d1d not 1n tact 
think that it would be worth spenainy too mucl1 money to guard aga1nst that one 
error. 
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34. Dr. Srivastava said that nevertheless the private sector should not be 
discouraged from making use of all available material, whatever its origin. 
He asked if Mr. Murphy and Mr. Heuver would clarify what they considered to be 
a 'nearly-finished product' and what they meant by the 'real breeder.' rt was 
important for those expressions to be clearly understood so that the issues 
did not become confused. In his view the position of the international 
center, at least that of !CARDA, was that, when a cross was made, that was not 
necessarily the end of the breeding. Lines included in screening nurseries 
might give differing results depending on agro-environmental conditions. 
!CARDA's ObJective was that whoever was able--whether in the private or public 
sector--to exploit such material for specific conditions should do so for the 
sake of increased productivity. It would help a great deal if the line demar
cating 'true breeding' by !CARDA, CIMMYT or any other international center 
could be fixed, and if it could be determined how much work a private plant 
breeder had to put into a variety to justify claiming a title of protection 
for it. Whilst one should be very careful in that area, one should not be 
over-restrictive. 

35. Mr. Murphy said that he thought the explanation he had given had been in 
answer to Dr. Klatt's specific case, where he had said that a commercial vari
ety had in fact been bred by one of the international centers and was in a 
sufficiently final form for release in certain countries but did not meet the 
uniformity standards for marketing in, perhaps, the United Kingdom. In those 
specific circumstances he thought that the courts, which would evEintually be 
dealing with the matter, would come to the conclusion that that variety had 
been bred by the international center and that the simple act of purification, 
which might take only a year or perhaps two years, did not represent breeding 
in the legal sense. He thought that the other case, where a breeder had 
genuinely improved or modified a variety, was quite different, and in those 
circumstances imagined that the courts would regard the work done by the 
subsequent breeder as genuine breeding work. 

36. Dr. Klatt said he would like to clarify one thing. When CIMMYT released 
F2 populations, that was the means by which it tried to distribute germ 
plasm to all the breeders of the world. F2s were made available to every
one. very little breeding work had been done with them but there had been a 
great deal of data accumulation and an effort to make the right combinations. 
Anyone, private companies included, was free to utilize those F2s as they 
saw fit and to claim that material. His earlier reference had only been to 
what CIMMYT called advanced lines, which he thought many of those present 
would probably call near-varieties because they were not uniform enough for 
their standards. 'I'hat was one of the reasons why CIMMY'l' had restricted germ 
plasm distribution to private companies to F2s beca.use they could utilize 
all the material in the system and develop their own varieties. Now it a 
private company requested certain breeding material, CIMMYT would provide that 
also, but only for breeding purposes. 

37. Mr. Mathenge (Kenya) sa1d that it was not very clear to him from the 
l?resentations by Dr. Paliwal and Dr. Klatt whether, within the mandate of 
International agricultural research centers, and in particular of CIMMYT, it 
was possible to make a further contribution other than just the dispatch of 
germ plasm for exploitation by national programs. He knew that in many 
national programs the maJor limit1ng t~ctors were lack of expertise to exploit 
the germ plasm tor the development of new varieties, and tinance. He wished 
to know whether it was possible tor a nat1onal government to enter into a 
bilateral agreement w1th an jnternational agricultural rese~rch center tor 
expertise and finance, rather than the traditional bilateral agreements 
between governments. That question related in particular to a country that 
hosted a regional office of an international agricultural research center. 

38. Dr. Klatt replied that as tar as expertise was concerned CH!MY'l' made a 
great effort to train national scientists. That was one of its prime objec
tives. Tht:rt: were various training programs, generally short-term applied 
training, ot which he thought Mr. !>!wlllen'::Je was aware. l<e<:JiJrcllng the question 
of bilateral a<:Jreements, CIMI'l'i'l' was a C_Jrant-receiviny and not a yrant-C_Jiving 
institute. ClMMYT's wheat program currently employed only 27 f;eople around 
the world. Many years previously it h~d become ev1clent tlldt thc:re were two 
problems in entering into bilateral agreements~ one, lack ut pt:ople, and two, 
lack of money, a common problem. CHlMY'r hud a ptllloSU!Jl>y that 1t should enter 
into agreements only where invlteli to uo so. '!'here were su many requests from 
governments that it was impossible to handle allot them. As a result a 
regional approach hdd been developed, dividing the vctrious pdrts ot the world 
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into regions with more or less common problems, and work with national pro
grams had been coordinated through regional offices. For that purpose CIMMYT 
had established six such regions and every effort was being made to staff the 
regional offices adequately. The optimum would seem to be three people at 
each regional office. There were still rare instances where CIMMYT entered 
into bilateral agreements. That had to be done, however, with what in the 
CGIAR system was called 'special money.' The money was not available within 
the core program. If a donor came to C IMMYT and offered money tor work to be 
done in a particular country, with a staff of two or three people, then CIMMYT 
had the possibility of responding. Otherwise, it was very difficult to 
respond to the request of an individual country, primarily because of the 
limitations on staft and money. CIMMYT's regional staff always worked within 
the national programs. The purpose of the regional office was to make the 
best possible use of the staff ana resources available. 'l'here were craw
backs. It was not possible to put all the emphasis on one country or always 
to station people where they were most needed. CIMMYT believed that the 
regional concept would work even though it would probably take somewhat longer. 

39. Mr. Espenhain (Denmark) said that if he had understood correctly the 
international breeding centers generally restricted the material released to 
private breeaers to F2 material. He wondered whether the rare problt=ms one 
had heard about had given rise to thoughts of further restrictions. He also 
wished, in that connection, to hear what kind of material the international 
breeding centers were using as a basis for their screening work and •for breed
ing their 'near-varieties.' What kind of material did th'"Y get, tor example, 
from other gene banks or from private or government breeders? 

40. Dr. Paliwal said that as far as maize was concerned, and as far as the 
general philosophy of CIMMYT was concerned, the limitations mentioned by 
himself and Dr. Klatt were not based on the problem incidents referred to. 
The restrictions were forced on them because of the limited availability of 
material. He had mentioned, for example, the maize families or progenies that 
were generated in each cycle from the populations. They could only be sent 
for evaluation to six locations, because there were only about 300 kernels of 
each family available. When experimental varieties were generated there were 
sizeable quantities of seed, and no restrictions were imposed on availabilty. 
For as long as there was a stock it was available to all who requested a 
sample. When supplies were short first preference was given to collaborators 
in the national programs but, if stocks sufficed, then the material was 
available to private breeders. 

41. Dr. Klatt said that some six or seven years previously CIMMYT had distri
buted even 'fixed lines' from the wheat program to private companit=s. Because 
of a few unfortunate instances it had been decided to restrict distribution to 
F2 material. He did not toresee that policy changing. ClMMY'l' believed thdL 
if a national program or an inaividual breeder or breeding company developed 
something from an F2, then they were the breeder of that resulting material. 
Regarding sources of germ plasm, CIMMYT endeavored to work with as wide a germ 
plasm base and with as much variation as possible. He believed that the 
variation in the CIMMYT wheat pro~ram was as large as or lar~er than any other 
program in the world. It was not able to restrict itself to the problems 
found, for example, in Mexico, and had to consider a very wide range of prob
lems such as Septaria nodorum, ~ tritici, Helminthosporium, Barley Yellow 
Dwarf Virus, three Rusts, and Scab. For that a wide genet1c base had had to 
be maintained. Material, including winter wheat material, was received from 
many national programs, most ot which cooperated very well, supplying whatever 
material was requested. There were no difficulties in importing the material 
into Mexico. He believed, however, that ClMMY'l' lacked m<Jterial from private 
companies. He telt sure that there was a lot of material out there which 
CIMMYT could utilize effectively. What was normally received was varieties 
two to five years after their commercial release. Those varieties were nor
mally used in breeding IJrograms. '!'he CHlMYT wheat progrctm w<.~s concerned 
solely with spring wheats, in other words wheats that would prob<.~bly not be 
suited to the general environment in most of the member States ot UPOV. 

42. Dr. Khush said that !Hid Wa!.i wurk1ny .in a 1-Jdrt oL thte wurJu where thert: 
were no such ~.,;ompanies, at least as lctr as he was aware, tor rice. 'l'O the 
best of his knowledge IRRl haa never recelVt:d any request tur material from a 
private company. It occur red to h iw, never the less, tliii t even if the pol icy 
was not to supply seed ot breeding lines, companites cuuld st1ll obtain such 
material it they really wisheu to do so. 'l'he intt:rnatlonal test1ng program 
requ1red the seed to be d1str1buted all over the worla ana companies might be 
able to acquire samples troH1 anuther breeo~;;r. 
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43. Dr. Srivastava said that the crops dealt with by !CARDA were food 
legumes, forage crops and winter cereals. The policy was similar to that of 
CIMMYT in respect of maize, as indicated by Dr. Paliwal. Depending on the 
availability of germ plasm, the first priority was to supply national programs 
in developing countries, the second to meet any requests received from public
sector organizations and then, if stocks were not exhausted, seed was made 
available on request to private-sector organizations. That policy applied 
equally to F2s and to screening lines. In return ICARDA had received very 
good cooperation from private companies. There were exceptions but, by and 
large, once varieties were released they sent samples and they were used by 
ICARDA in its crossing programs. As yet there was no hard and fast regulation 
that international centers would not, as a matter of policy, supply material 
beyond the F2 generation. 

44. Dr. Mast asked whether there were any safeguards to ensure that the 
material released by the international breeding centers was not used in an 
improper way. If, for example, a variety or near-variety were transferred to 
an unsuitable climatic zone where it did not grow well, that would damage the 
reputation of the variety and might prejudice its use in other parts of the 
world. He wondered if there were any conditions or warnings attached to the 
release of material. 

45. Dr. Klatt said that CIMMYT normally distributed material only. to areas 
where it could be utilized. Spring wheats, for instance, were not sent into 
winter wheat areas unless a cooperator made a specific request to that effect. 
Materials were sent to the Federal Republic of Germany, to Belgium, to 
Holland, but they were being utilized for crossing purposes, probably in 
making spring X winter crosses. Most cooperators were familiar with the 
material, having been receiv1ng supplies for many years. CIMMYT was making 
efforts to be more selective in what it sent out, and hoped to succeed in the 
near future. The aim was to ensure, for example, that material with known or 
potential resistance to Septer ia or to Helminthospor ium got into the areas 
where those diseases were a problem. CIMMYT 1s obJective was to develop 
broadly-adapted materials which would do well ove: a wide range of condi
tions. As he had already mentioned, the cross 8156, which had done very well 
in Mexico, had been released as Kalyansona and Mexipak 65 in India and 
Pakistan and had probably been released in 20 other countries. Another 
example, ANZA had been released in some ten or twelve countries ranging from 
the United States of America (California) to Sudan, South Africa, Zimbabwe, 
etc. There was a new breeding line, known as veery, which was expected to be 
released all over the world. As could be seen, CIMMYT was breeding for 
general rather than specific adaptation. 

46. Dr. Paliwal said that it was necessary to consider Dr. Mast's question 
from two po1nts of view. First there was the distribution of material for 
research purposes, and secondly there was the distribution of material tor the 
purposes of production or ultimate use. CIMMYT liked to establish the extent 
of the range of adaptability of the materials it was developing. One popula
tion of Central American origin, for example, known as Tuxpel'\o-1, was now 
being cultivated on thousands of hectares in China. For such purposes CIMMYT 
needed to establish the range of adaptability of its materials as it developed 
them. As materials were progressively improved so the range of adaptability 
widened. For those purposes materials were pushed to their limits, but the 
maximum possible caution was still exercised. Several countries in Europe 
were cooperating with CIMMY'l' to determine the range of adaptability of the new 
broadly-based temperate X tropical gene pools that it had developed. The 
examples he had just given all came under the distribution of material for 
research purposes. As far as materials such as experimental varieties or 
elite varieties were concerned, CIMMYT made every effort to see that they were 
only distributed in parts of the world where, considering their known adapt
ability, they were bound to be relatively successful. 

47. Dr. Srivastava said he would like to express his concern in respect of 
the matter raised by Dr. Mast. He felt that there was a danger that some of 
the varieties which, after a few years of tests at a few locations, appeared 
to be outstanding, might be released without adequate testing by private 
breeders lacking a network for testing at a large number of locations over 
several years. His concern was that in that case, especially if a variety 
became susceptible to one or more diseases, problems might be caused. The 
wheat cross 8156 mentioned by Dr. Klatt, J.or example, known also under many 
other names such as S227, Mexipak and ~iete Cerros, which had done so well in 
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many places, when released in Morocco proved a dismal failure simply because 
it became susceptible to Septaria. All he was saying was that great care was 
needed when varieties were promoted in countries where the infrastructure was 
not sufficiently developed to enable the material to be tested. 

48. Mr. van Wyk (South Africa) said that he would like to ask Dr. Mastenbroek 
to tell participants what the general attitude of private plant breeders was 
towards public institutes obtaining protection for varieties they had devel
oped. He knew that in many cases the institutes would like to be able to 
collect royalties, thus providing themselves with additional funds for further 
research work. 

49. Dr. Mastenbroek replied that he thought the professional breeders had 
little or no objection to that. The situation already existeB in Europe and 
was not at all uncommon. He said that, to be frank, private plant breeders 
looked on it as rather 'heavy' competition, but he pointed out that a number 
of public breeding institutes and their commercial marketing organizations 
were among the members of ASSINSEL. 

• SO. Mr. Rigot (Belgium) said that Mr. Huet had described how a public body 
such as INRA could aid private breeding organizations. se therefore wished to 
know whether the private breeding firms that were members of ASSINSEL collabo
rated between themselves, offering mutual aid of a scientific nature, and 
whether private firms exchanged information, or whether such firms pooled 
their resources to achieve breeding results. 

51. Dr. Leenders (ASSINSEL) said that cooperation between private breeders 
usually took place at the national level. In several of the member countries 
of ASSINSEL the breeders came together to discuss their technical problems. 
Public breeders were also frequently present at such discussions and, as a· 
result, the public breeding stations were well informed about the work done by 
private breeders and about their wishes regarding, for example, fundamental 
work to be done by the State. Because it was generally a two-way exercise, 
private breeders were similarly informed about the work and aspirations of 
their public counterparts. He could well remember, for instance, that all the 
breeders in one specific country had decided to start a collection of material 
of grasses. At the end of the proJect the material had been shared out and 
analyzed by the public and the private sector, both of which profited from the 
initiative. At the international level cooperation of· that kind was made more 
difficult by such factors as differences in climate and language. AS SINSEL 
had in fact organized a symposium in Denmark a couple of years previously on 
specific questions relating to electrophoresis. An exchanye of information 
had taken place between private breeding companies and representatives of some 
of the plant variety protection offices. At the international level such 
cooperation was normally ad hoc in nature whereas the cooperation at the 
national level between plant breeders, usually both private and public, was 
more institutional. He was proud to be able to say that in some of the member 
countries of ASSINSEL cooperation between the two sectors was working very 
well. 

52. Dr. Mastenbroek remarked that, by way of addition to what Dr. Leenders 
had just said, he knew of coopt ..• tion at the national level between two 
independent Dutch breeders who had a joint program for breeding winter and 
spring wheats and barleys, whilst maintaining their own individual programs, 
on the one hand for grasses and on the other for winter oilseed rape. There 
were also a few examples of cooperation at the international level. He knew 
of the existence of arrangements between breeders in Belgium, France, the 
Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, who 
exchanged samples of material at an early stage--not populations but selec
tions from individual plants taken from F3 or F4 populations, which were, 
of course, not yet completely stable fixed lines--for testing in each country. 
Sometimes a line did well only 1n one of the countries. It a variety evolved 
from such a line ana plant variety protection was granted, it was still known 
who was the originator of that variety. 

53. Dr. Klatt noted that Dr. Mastenbroek had spoken of some areas of coopera
tion where materials were sent back and torth. He thought that the ultimate 
objective of the international centers, namely to get the best variety into 
the hands of the farmer so that tood production could be increased, was more 
or less in line with that of the private breeders. It was imperative that all 
breeders should have the chance to work with the best materials available, 
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with the widest possible base or the greatest range of variation that existed. 
One of the concerns of CIMMYT was that plant variety protection restricted the 
exchange of material. He believed that any breeder who was doing a good job 
should feel able to share his material without being concerned that he might 
lose it. He should be more advanced than anyone receiving the material and 
should still be able to release it first. Therefore, why not distribute it? 

54. Mr. Simon appreciated Dr. Klatt's point of view but wished to point out 
that, while that protection was available in countries that were party to the 
UPOV Convention, breeders who had created varieties were entirely free to 
develop them in countries where there was no plant variety protection. French 
breeders certainly did not hesitate to distribute their varieties in such 
countries. To Mr. Simon's knowledge, all French varieties of interest were 
commercialized in socialist countries, as they were in North Africa, if they 
were suited to those regions. Protection did not have a restraining effect on 
the development of interesting varieties. In his opinion, therefore, there 
was no problem. 

55. Dr. Troost (AIPH) said he thought that the point made by Dr. Klatt was a 
good one but ~t went beyond the nature of the breeders' rights. First of all, 
the breeders had to create new and, if possible, better varieties~ The pur
pose of breeders' rights was to help to give the breeders a possibility of 
going on with their work. In most cases breeders were also seedsmen, commer
cializing their own varieties, and their objective was to deliver seed of 
their varieties to their customers all over the world, regardless of whether 
or not plant variety protection existed in a country. 

56. Dr. Klatt asked whether all would not benefit if there were a free 
exchange of material. Not just one but all breeding companies and institu
tions would benefit because all would be working with the very best material 
available and progress would be much faster. As it was at present, certain 
companies were able to get much more material than others and that gave them a 
distinct advantage. Perhaps that was the way it should be in a competitive 
world. But if there was a free exchange then one would see who was really the 
best at developing the varieties and at moving forward on the yield front and 
on some of the other problems. 

57. Dr. Troost said that it must be remembered that the breeder was also a 
commercial man. When he had bred a variety it was his firm's duty to deliver 
it to its customers. A second point was that according to both the UPOV 
Convention and the national laws a variety, once protected, could be used for 
breeding and further research purposes. In fact the system worked and things 
were really moving faster than Dr. Klatt supposed. 

58. Mr. Burr said that he would like to raise one other point which had not 
so far been mentioned, but which deserved at least to be touched upon, al
though there would not be time to discuss it fully. A breeder's work did not 
end with the creation of a new variety; under the national laws and the pro
visions of the UPOV Convention the new variety had to be maintained as such, 
and that point was somewhat undervalued, in his opinion, by the international 
centers, which were continually moving forward, breeding new and better vari
eties. That, of course, was very important, but in the interests of farmers 
it had also to be ensured that an existing variety remained stable for say 
six, eight or ten years. Farmers would first gain experience by growing a new 
variety for two or three years and would then like to grow the variety for a 
further six to eight years, until a significantly better variety came on to 
the market. Until that happened, they would like identical material to be 
available. Those involved in the maintenance of varieties should receive com
pensation for their efforts. Mr. Burr saw breeders' rights at least partly as 
a compensation for the work of maintenance breeding and not exclusively as 
compensation for the creation of new varieties. He believed that to be a 
point that should be considered further on some future occasion. 

59. Dr. Klatt said that earlier in the discussions a number of speakers had 
indica ted that advanced lines developed by international centers would be 
protected. Why could the same system not be applied to advanced lines devel
oped by private companies? Wider distribution of such material would be very 
valuable. It would give a broader genetic base from which to work and, pro
vided that the material was protected, individual companies would be assured 
that the lines they distributed were not going to be stolen by other private 
companies. The potential for incorporating new resistance, better adaptation 
and many other things would be greatly expanded. 
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60. Dr. Mastenbroek said that a private breeder paid all the costs of his 
work from his own pocket. It was not unreasonable that he should expect an 
appropriate remuneration from those who benefited from growing his variety. 
In the past, without plant variety protection, a private breeder who developed 
a promising variety multiplied it fer some generations until he had a suitable 
quantity of seed--perhaps, in the case of a cereal variety in certain coun
tries 1,000 t. or more--and then he launched the variety. For as long as he 
was able to maintain his position as the exclusive supplier of the variety the 
breeder could add a premium to the price to help cover the breeding costs. 
After two or three years, however, the variety would inevitably become avail
able to everyone and the possibility of recovering breeding costs by way of 
premiums would no longer exist. In Western Europe the present situation, 
under the plant variety protection system, was that the breeders pad reached 
the stage where they looked upon one another much more as colleagues than as 
competitors, to the point where they had a joint testing system into which 
each breeder put two or three of his best selections from the previous years. 
Each breeder tested all of the new selections entered against existing vari
eties. In that way a great deal of information was established even before 
applications were made for plant variety protection. So, in fact, ,it was 
already the practice for promising material to be exchanged between competing 
breeders even before applications for protection were made. The colleagues 
trusted each other not to select from the lines exchanged, which might not be 
completely uniform, but they accepted that those new, as yet unprotected, 
lines might be used for crossing purposes. All that was the result of plant 
variety protection. 

61. The President closed the Symposium by again expressing his appreciation 
of the papers given and by thanking all who had participated in the 
discussions. 
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